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Abstract

The field of two-dimensional (2D) materials is rapidly rising after the
discovery of graphene in 2004. 2D allotropes of various elements or
compounds offer great flexibility in terms of structural and electronic
properties, and are widely studied for several technological appli-
cations, including electronic devices, sensors, light harvesting. 2D
materials can be synthesized by Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)
on different substrates, which play an important role, affecting com-
position, quality, properties of the 2D layers. In general, an efficient
integration of 2D layers with transition metal substrates seems a
promising yet broad and challenging field.

Although the extensive work on 2D materials, a comprehensive
understanding of the layer-substrate interaction and how this affects
the structure and the electronic properties is still lacking, even for
the most famous 2D material, graphene. With the aim of shedding
light on this still open issue, in this work we extensively investi-
gated through numerical simulations some selected systems based on
two different 2D materials, Graphene (G) on Nickel (Ni) substrates
(most of the work) and Blue-Phosphorus (BP) on Gold (Au) sub-
strate, using different and, to some extent, complementary numeri-
cal approaches. Most of the work consisted in quantum mechanical
ab-initio simulations based on Density Functional Theory (DFT),
paying attention to some specific technical details to ensure the ac-
curacy and the reliability of the results. Part of the work concerned
the construction via neural network techniques and the validation of
new interatomic potentials to extend the investigation of G/Ni sys-
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tems to more realistic configurations or to dynamical processes not
directly affordable by ab-initio calculations. Throughout the work,
a direct comparison with published or new experimental results is
discussed.

Graphene can be easily grown by CVD on nickel substrates but its
electronic and structural properties depend on the matching/mismatching
and on the alignment/misalignment between its hexagonal lattice and
the underlying surface lattice. The thesis starts with the investigation
of epitaxial G on Ni(111), which is already very well known. Starting
from a set of DFT calculations that we also used as a benchmark to
refine many technical details of our simulations on other new configu-
rations, we used a Neural Network to generate an interatomic poten-
tial able to accurately predict energy and forces in this system. The
new potential allows to perform molecular dynamics simulations with
thousands of atoms with accuracy close to that of DFT, paving the
way for large-scale simulations of such system. We report a success-
ful application on large G domains showing coexistence of different
registries with the substrate.
After that, structural reconstruction that Ni(111) surface undergoes
at high temperatures during CVD process has been investigated. We
showed how the presence of rotated domains of graphene with respect
to Ni(111) lattice affects the formation of a nickel carbide phase,
Ni2C, underneath.
Furthermore, we studied the intercalation of Carbon Monoxide under
epitaxial G grown on Ni(111) providing a systematic investigation of
the intercalated CO pattern, highlighting the modifications induced
on the graphene electronic structure. The most important signature
of CO intercalation is a shift of Dirac cones linearly dependent on the
CO coverage, opening the way to application as gas sensor to easily
detect and quantify its presence.
In this work, G on Ni(100) has also been studied. Such an interface,
due to lattice mismatch, presents a stripe moiré pattern in which
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strongly (chemisorbed) and weakly (physisorbed) interacting G re-
gions with Ni surface alternate, inducing anisotropic modulated elec-
tronic structure and reactivity properties. Here we provided a full
investigation of different kind of defects of G layer and we inves-
tigated how they can increase the reactivity of graphene for metal
adatoms or molecules adsorption.

The last part of the thesis has been devoted to Blue-Phosphorus,
a new 2D material made by only P atoms arranged similarly to
graphene but with a larger lattice parameter and a small buckling of
the two constituent sublattices. To describe BP grown on Au(111),
we identified as the best candidate a structural model formed by P9

pyramidal shaped domains connected by Au adatoms in a 5x5 super-
cell. The nice correspondence with many different new experimental
results, including STM images and ARPES spectra, allows to dis-
criminate among different possible models, indicating once again the
necessity of a synergetic effort between simulations and experiments
to shed light on the structure and properties of real systems.
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Introduction

In the last few years the field of 2D materials raised particular atten-
tion, extending from graphene [1] [2] to the discovery of many others
such as Black phosphorene[3] [4], metal dichalcogenides [5] [6] [7] [8],
borophene [9] [10], silicene [11] [12] [13] and so on, due to their simple
compositions and their promising potential applications in different
technological sectors [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19]. Conversely to 3D
bulk materials, these materials offer the great advantage of having
an atomic thickness making them ideal for minimizing the size of de-
vices. Furthermore, they showed a wide range of tunable electronic
properties. For example, graphene has a very high electron mobility
which makes it suitable for optoelectronic devices and for light har-
vesting applications [20], while metal dichalcogenides and black phos-
phorene showed an intriguing semiconducting behavior making them
suitable for other industrial applications [21] [22] [23] [24] [25]. Many
2D materials, such as graphene and black phosphorene, can be exfo-
liated from their 3D counterpart, but this procedure is not efficient
for a large scale fabrication [19]. For this reason, other bottom-up
methods, such as Chemical-Vapour-Deposition, have been developed
in the last decades leading to high quality and large scale fabrications
[26] . On the other hand, other 2D materials, such as borophene and
silicene, could be only synthesized with the support of a substrate
using bottom-up method. The choice of the substrate is fundamen-
tal for the electronic properties of the 2D material.
The goal of this work is to explore the field of 2D materials integrated
on metal substrates using a numerical approach. In particular, in the
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first part we will report on graphene on different nickel surfaces, i.e.
(111) and (100), while in the second part another very recent 2D
material, i.e. Blue-Phosphorus, is investigated.

The larger part of the thesis is based on quantum mechanical
simulations within the framework of the Density Functional Theory
(DFT), but we also investigate the generation of new potentials us-
ing Neural Network techniques. Computational resources have been
obtained from CINECA through ISCRA projects and the agreement
with University of Trieste.

The present thesis has been organized as follows:

• Chapter 1: a brief overview on the theory behind ab-initio ap-
proach and about the software used for simulations is given. No-
tions of Neural Networks and how they can be used in a procedure
to generate interatomic interaction are also reported.

• Chapter 2: different results for graphene on Ni(111) are re-
ported. The first part is devoted to the generation and test of new
interatomic potentials to model several G/Ni(111) systems. In
the second part, nickel carbide formation under rotated graphene
domains is investigated through Density-Functional-Theory sim-
ulations. In the last part of the chapter we investigate the in-
tercalation of carbon monoxide under G layer, showing how it
affects the G’s electronic properties.

• Chapter 3: a systematic investigation of defects of G on Ni(100)
is reported, showing how they can increase the reactivity of
graphene layer for metal adatoms and carbon monoxide adsorp-
tion.

• Chapter 4: electronic and structural properties of Blue-Phosphorus
on Au(111) has been investigated through DFT simulations and
the results are compared with experimental evidences.
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• Chapter 5: the main results are summarized and some future
perspectives are given.
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Chapter 1

Theory and numerical approach

The first part of this chapter summarizes some basic concepts of the
theory behind ab-initio calculations and introduces useful concept
and technicalities implemented in Quantum ESPRESSO(QE) [27],
an open source package to perform such simulations.
Finally, an overview about Neural Networks(NN) and how they can
be used to generate interatomic potentials and carry out Molecular
Dynamic simulations is given.

1.1 Electrons and nuclei

Let’s consider a physical system, such as molecules, surfaces or solids,
composed by Ni nuclei with charge −Zie and mass Mi and N elec-
trons with charge e and massme mutually interacting one each other.
The total hamiltonian of the system can be written as:

H = TN + VNN + Te + Vee + VeN (1.1)

where TN and Te are the kinetic terms of nuclei and electrons respec-
tively, VNN the nucleus-nucleus interaction, Vee the electron-electron
interaction and VeN the electron-nucleus interaction. They can be
written as:

TN =

Ni∑
i=1

P2
i

2Mi
VNN =

e2

2

∑
i6=j

ZiZj
| Ri −Rj |

(1.2)
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Te =

Ni∑
i=1

p2
i

2me
Vee =

e2

2

∑
i6=j

1

| ri − rj |
(1.3)

VeN = −e
2

2

∑
j

Zj
| ri −Rj |

(1.4)

where we used r (R) to denote the positions of electrons (nuclei) and
p (P) their momenta.

The Schrödinger equation for such an hamiltonian cannot be solved
exactly and an approximation is necessary. Since the mass of nuclei
is much greater than the mass of electrons and since the typical elec-
trons velocities are much greater than the nuclei velocities, it is possi-
ble to separate the nuclei and electrons motions ( Born-Oppenheimer
approximation ). In this way, when considering the electronic mo-
tion, TN can be neglected and nuclei positions (R) are treated as
parameters. The electronic eigenvalue problem thus becomes:

Heψe({r}; {R}) = E({R})ψe({r}; {R}) (1.5)

with
He = Te + Vee + VeN + VNN (1.6)

This equation is still very difficult to solve when there are a lot of
electrons in the system (actually, even for two electrons only) and a
more efficient way is needed.
E({R}) describes a Potential Energy Surface for the nuclei and is
used to evaluate the forces acting on the them:

Fi ≡ −∇Ri
E({R}) (1.7)

This expression can be further simplified for computing using the
Hellmann-Feynmann theorem [28]:

Fi = 〈ψ({r}; {R})|∂Ĥe

∂R i
|ψ({r}; {R})〉 (1.8)
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1.2 Ab-initio approach

An efficient solution mthod for the electronic problem described by
equation 1.5 is based on Density Functional Theory (DFT). The the-
ory lies on two theorems, formulated by Hoenberg and Kohn in 1964
[29]:

• Theorem 1: For any system of interacting particles in an ex-
ternal potential vext, the potential vext is determined uniquely,
a part from a constant, by the ground state electronic density
n0(r).

• Theorem 2: For any external potential vext, it is possible to
define the energy of the system as a functional of the density
n(r): E = E [n]. Moreover, the ground state energy of the
system is the minimum value of this functional and the density
that minimizes it, keeping the number of electron N constant, is
the ground state density n0(r).

In cases of interest for this work, vext is the nuclear potential ex-
perienced by the electrons, namely the VeN term, thus the energy
functional can be written as:

E [n] = Te [n] + Vee [n] +

∫
vext(r)n(r)dr + ENN (1.9)

where ENN is the energy from nucleus-nucleus interaction and it is
a constant term due to Born-Oppenheimer approximation. In prin-
ciple, from the second theorem of Hohenberg-Kohn, it is possible to
find all the ground state properties by the minimization of the func-
tional E [n].
The main difficulty is that Te [n] and Vee [n] are in general not known
since the system is interacting. Kohn and Sham found a method to
overcome this issue in 1965 [30]; they demonstrated that it is possible
to reduce the electronic interacting many-body system to an auxil-
iary non-interacting one with particles in an effective potential and
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with the same ground state electronic density (figure 1.1). This new
problem is computationally easier to solve and it allows to have an
excellent description of structural and electronic properties of a wide
class of materials.

For this purpose the energy functional E [n] in equation 1.9 can
be rewritten as:

E [n] = Ts [n]+EHartree [n]+

∫
vext(r)n(r)dr+ENN +Exc [n] (1.10)

where we have introduced the following terms:

• Ts [n] is the kinetic energy functional of the fictitious system;

• EHartree [n] is the classic Coulomb interaction energy:

EHartree [n] =
e2

2

∫
n(r)n(r′)
|r− r ′|

dr′dr

• Exc [n] is the exchange-correlation energy functional; it contains
all the many-body effects of exchange and correlation and it is
defined as:

Exc [n] = Te [n]− Ts [n] + Vee [n]− EHartree [n]

It is now possible to minimize the functional E [n] with respect
to the electronic density n(r), keeping the number of electrons con-
stant. This leads to single-particle Schrödinger-like equations for the
electrons of the fictitious system, called Kohn-Sham equations (KS):(

−h̄
2∇2

2me
+ VKS(r)

)
ψi(r) = εiψi(r) (1.11)

where VKS(r) is the Kohn-Sham potential given by:

VKS(r) = vext(r) + e2

∫
n(r′)
|r− r′|

dr′ +
δExc [n]

δn(r)
(1.12)

and ψi(r) are the single-particle wavefunctions of the fictitious sys-
tem, namely the Kohn-Sham eigenstates.
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No approximations have been done so far thus in principle, if exact
exchange-correlation functional Exc [n] would be known, KS equa-
tions would give the exact ground state of the interacting system.
Most of the times this is not possible and an approximation is needed.
Finally, note that the equations 1.11, though mathematically very
similar to a Schrödinger equation, are conceptually very different:
the Khon-Sham potential VKS(r) depends on the electronic density
n(r) but this is related to Kohn-Sham eigenstates through relation
n(r) =

∑
i |ψi(r)|2 so the equations must be solved self-consistently,

as explained in next subsection.

Figure 1.1: Qualitative scheme of Density Functional Theory. The real interacting many-
body system is formally equivalent to non-interacting many-body system with an effec-
tive potential which is easier to solve computationally. Image taken from the website
https://assignmentpoint.com/dft-density-functional-theory/ .

Self-consistent cycle

Equations 1.11 can be computationally solved by means of the self-
consistent loop reported in figure 1.2.

First of all, an initial guess of the electronic density n(r) is made
and the KS potential is calculated. Then the KS equations are solved
and the electronic density is recalculated from the new KS orbitals.
At this point the new electronic density is compared with the one
given in input: if their difference is larger than a given threshold the
loop restarts with a new guess of the electronic density otherwise the
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KS equations are solved and the calculation ends. The new guess of
electronic density is not completely random but is a proper weighted
average between the old one and a new one randomly generated.
Many algorithms to make a proper choice of the electronic density
have already been studied in order to speed up the convergence [31]
[32].
Once the convergence is achieved, many output quantities such as
total energy, forces and electronic properties of the system can be
obtained. A brief description of them will be given in section 1.3.

Figure 1.2: Schematic algorithm of the self-consistent cycle for the solution of KS equations
1.11.
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Exchange-Correlation approximations

The exchange-correlation term, Exc [n], in equation 1.11 is not known
in general and a reasonable approximation is needed. The most
simple is called Local Density Approximation(LDA) in which the
exchange-correlation energy is assumed to be equal to that of an
homogeneous electron gas εhomxc :

ELSDA
xc [n(r)] =

∫
dr n(r)εhomxc (n(r)) (1.13)

However, LDA fails in some cases. An improvement can be made by
considering also the gradient of the electron density. This is called
Generalized Gradient Approximation and the exchange-correlation
functional becomes:

EGGA
xc [n(r)] =

∫
dr n(r)εhomxc (n(r))F (n(r),∇n(r)) (1.14)

In both cases we can take into account of the spin of the parti-
cles and consider two electron densities, one for spin up and one
for spin down and their gradients. In the present work all the simu-
lations were performed in the Generalized Gradient Approximation
and the parametrization of F is given by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) functional[33].

1.3 Quantum ESPRESSO package

In order to solve the Kohn-Sham equations efficiently, the schema de-
scribed in previous section needs to be further reformulated. Among
many ways to do this, QUANTUM ESPRESSO(QE) [27] exploits a
plane-wave basis set expansion to reduce the equations 1.11 into a
matrix diagonalization problem. The use of pseudopotentials to de-
scribe the valence electrons is a further simplification of the problem,
instead of a all-electrons approach. In this section an overview of the
technicalities implemented in QE to solve KS equations are provided.
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1.3.1 Computational details

Plane-wave expansion

Let’s consider a periodic system, such as a crystal, with translational
periodicity R. From Bloch theorem [34] we know that the wavefunc-
tions can be written as:

ψn,k(r) = eikrun,k(r) (1.15)

where un,k(r) is such that un,k(r) = un,k(r+R) and eikr is a generic
plane wave. Since plane wave basis set is an infinite complete basis
set, it is possible to expand un,k(r) as:

un,k(r) =
1

Ω

∑
G

ck,Ge
iGr (1.16)

where Ω is the volume of the unit cell, G is a reciprocal lattice vector
and the sum is only on the G vectors due to the lattice periodicity.
Equation 1.15 thus becomes:

ψn,k(r) =
1

Ω

∑
G

cn,k,Ge
i(G+k)r ≡

∑
G

cn,k+GΦk+G (1.17)

where Φk+G is still a plane wave with momentum k + G. Inserting
1.17 into KS equations 1.11 allows to turn the problem into a matrix
diagonalization which is computationally much simpler:∑

G

(
〈Φk+G|ĤKS|Φk+G′〉 − εn,kδG,G′

)
ck+G′ = 0 (1.18)

Since the sum over G in 1.17 cannot be infinite, the number of
plane waves in the expansion is determined by imposing an energy
cutoff parameter Ecut, satisfying the condition:

h̄2|k + G|2

2me
≤ Ecut (1.19)

The convergence depends on the choice of the parameter Ecut: the
larger it is the more accurate are the results but also the more de-
manding is the simulation.
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This expansion have a very great advantage: it allows to pass from
real to reciprocal space and vice versa by means of the Fast-Fourier-
Transform algorithm (FFT), which has a computational complexity
of O (NlogN) with N the mesh size used for discretization, to solve
equation 1.18 and to calculate quantities of interest.
In this work, we deal with crystal surfaces which are not periodic sys-
tems in all directions. Anyway, this type of systems can be described
using a slab geometry with periodicity in the surface plane and some
empty space above the surface in order to avoid interactions with
its images along the third dimension. In this way it is still possible
to take advantage of the FFT but the downside is that also empty
space above surface is sampled and this costs computational time
and memory. Therefore, in modeling a surface one has to be very
careful to choose the size of the supercell along the third direction:
if it’s too small, images will interact with each other leading to false
results, on the other hand if it’s too big it will be difficult to manage
computationally.

Pseudopotentials

Let’s consider a single atom. The use of Coulomb potential to de-
scribe the nuclear attraction leads to computational difficulties espe-
cially in codes based on plane waves. In fact, since core electron wave-
functions are sharply peaked close to the nuclei and, consequently,
all-electron valence wavefunctions have lots of wiggles near the nu-
clei due to the orthogonality with respect to the core electrons wave-
functions, a lot of plane waves are required for calculations and a
very large kinetic energy cutoff is needed (rough estimate is around
30Z2 Ry where Z is the atomic number of the atom). To overcome
this issue, since core electrons are not significantly involved in chem-
ical bonding and materials properties, it is reasonable to consider a
new system with only valence electrons that interact with ionic cores
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( nucleus and core-electrons) through some effective potential. This is
called frozen core approximation and the new potential, introduced
to replace the divergent Coulomb potential, is called pseudopoten-
tial (figure 1.3a). Therefore, the valence pseudo-wavefunctions are
smoother than the all-electron ones and without wiggles close to the
nucleus(figure 1.3b). This further simplification is very useful be-
cause it reduces the number of plane waves requested, making the
calculations faster and less demanding in terms of memory.
Since the introduction of the pseudopotential concept, one of the
main challenge has been to construct pseudopotentials able to sub-
stitute satisfactorily the true potential. The first pseudopotentials
were empirically generated from experimental data [35] but trans-
ferability to different types of systems was problematic. To over-
come this issue, Norm Conserving PseudoPotentials (NCPP) have
been introduced [36]: they were theoretically generated imposing the
charge-conservation condition on the valence pseudo-wavefunctions.
This ensured both a correct electrostatics outside the core region and
a good transferability property. However, for some elements such as
nitrogen, oxygen and transition metals, NCPP are still too "hard" as
they still need a very large plane wave basis sets for expansion. Thus,
UltraSoft PseudoPotentials (USPP) were developed by Vanderbilt
[37] for this purpose. He relaxed the charge-conservation constrain
of NCPP obtaining a much softer pseudopotential in the core region.
The price to pay is an additional term, called augmentation charge,
in calculating the electronic density in order to recover the correct
amount of charge. USPP were used throughout this work. Further
information about how to generate an USPP is given in appendix
5.2.

Brillouin zone sampling

During the self-consistent cycle many quantities (A), such as elec-
tronic density, have to be calculated as an average over the Brillouin
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3: Example of UltraSoft pseudopotential generated for a W atom. (a) All-electron
(purple) and Pseudo (PS in green) 5S radial wavefunctions. AE 5S wavefunction have a lot of
wiggles close to the origin, while PS wavefunction have a smoother behavior. Yellow vertical
lines indicate the two cutoff radii used for Ultrasoft PP generation. (b) Local non-divergent
pseudopotential.

zone:

〈A〉 =
1

ΩBZ

∫
BZ

f (k)A(k)dk (1.20)

where ΩBZ is the volume of the first Brillouin zone and f (k) is the
occupation number of the states. The integration can be efficiently
performed by means of the Monkhorst-Pack methods [38], i.e. with
a discrete sum over a set of representative k points. The idea is to
build up an equally spaced k-point mesh in the Brillouin zone, given
as input the number of k points in each directions, and then to se-
lect the inequivalent ones. The average is then calculated summing
the quantity evaluated in this special points multiplied by a weight
corresponding to the number of equivalent points. In this way the
integral evaluation is faster and the number of k-points requested to
do the average decreases with the increase of the cell size.
When metal systems are studied, since the conduction bands are
partially filled and the integran function in 1.20 is discontinuous, the
Monkhorst-Pack methods is very inefficient as it would require a great
number of k-points. To overcome this problem it is possible to use a
smoother function for the occupation number in order to smear the
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discontinuous step function. In this work Methfessel-Paxton Smear-
ing [39] is used which replaces the step function with its expansion
on few Hermite polynomials.

1.3.2 Data processing

Once the KS equations are solved, further analysis can be performed
on the system. This subsection gives an overview of the main elec-
tronic quantities and structural properties that have been calculated
in this using QE.

Structural optimization

Structural optimization is a very common type of simulation which
allows to find the stable equilibrium configuration of the system,
minimizing energy and forces acting on the nuclei. The algorithm
for structural optimization is schematically reported in fig.1.4 and is
called quasi-Newton Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno(BFGS) al-
gorithm [40][41][42][43]. Starting from an initial configuration for
ions and electrons, the energy of the system is calculated with a self-
consistent cycle. Forces acting on nuclei are then computed using
equation 1.8 and if convergence for energy and force is achieved, the
optimized structure is found, otherwise ions are moved according to
the forces acting on them and the cycle starts again. It should be
noted that this algorithm is dependent on the initial choice of the
starting configuration for the ions: it does not guarantee to end up
in the actual global minimum but it can converge to a local min-
imum. Therefore, it is important to find a suitable guess for the
initial configuration based on experimental input or from theoretical
considerations.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic algorithm for structural optimization implemented in Quantum Espresso.

Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamic

This is also a pretty common simulation used to investigate which
is the time evolution of atoms in an interacting system although
typically for very short times. Within the Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation, forces acting on ions can be calculated with equation
1.8 and are used to build ionic trajectories.

Energy barrier calculations

The energy barriers governing a rearrangement of a group of atoms
from one stable configuration to another, such as chemical reactions,
changes in surface structures or diffusion processes in solids, can be
estimated if the lowest energy path can be identified. Such a path
is often referred as the Minimum Energy Path (MEP). The energy
is a complicate function of the ionic coordinates but one normally
defines a "reaction coordinate" in which any point on the path is at
an energy minimum in all directions perpendicular to it. Extrema of
MEP are always minimum for the potential energy surface since they
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must correspond to stable configurations. Along the path instead,
different stationary points can occur: minima, corresponding to in-
termediate stable configurations, but also maxima and saddle points
on the potential energy surface. This means that energy barriers can
be estimated only if the shape of MEP is properly described.
The Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) [44] [45] is a method to find the
MEP between a pair of stable configurations. It is a chain-of-states
method in which a given number of intermediate images (geometric
configurations of the system) are used to describe the reaction path
and are connected by spring forces to ensure equal spacing. The
initial path is usually constructed from linear interpolation of initial
and final states. The images along the guessed path are then relaxed
to the MEP through a force projection scheme in which potential
forces act perpendicular to the band and spring forces act along the
band (figure 1.5 ). Atomic positions of each image are then moved
according to this scheme until the MEP is reached within a chosen
threshold.

Density of States

The Density of States [34] is a function of energy (E) and can be
calculated as:

DoS(E) ∝
∫
B.Z.

dkδ(ε(k)− E) (1.21)

where ε(k) is a generic eigenvalue of K-S equations. In systems com-
posed by inequivalent atoms, it could be useful to calculate also a
quantity called Projected Density of States (PDOS) defined as:

PDoS(α,E) ∝
∫
B.Z.

dk |〈Φα
at|ψk〉|

2 δ(ε(k)− E) (1.22)

where Φα
at is the atomic orbital with quantum numbers α centered on

the atom of interest and ψk is the wavefunction of the system. Since
the dot product 〈Φα

at|ψk〉 is the projection of ψk on Φat, it tells us
which is the contribution of each atom to the density of states.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic diagram of a MEP obtained by NEB calculation taken from [44]. Initial
and final configurations are also shown together with the initial guessed path. Perpendicular
and parallel component of the forces acting on the NEB images are also present in the box on
top-right.

Moreover, it is possible to calculate which is the electronic density
by means of the formula:

n(r) ∝
∑
i

∫
B.Z.

|ψi,k(r)|2 f (ε(k))dk (1.23)

where f (ε(k)) is the Fermi-Dirac occupation and the sum is over
both atoms and orbitals. As for DOS and PDOS, electronic density
of each orbital of each atom, i.e. what is called Löwdin charges, can
be calculated as follow:

nat(r) ∝
∑

α ∈ atom

∫
B.Z.

|Φα
at|ψi,k〉|

2 f (k)dk (1.24)

where we used the same notation as before and in this case the sum
is only over orbitals of a single atom. Thus we can calculate which is
the amount of charge in each valence orbital of each atom and which
is the contribution to electron density from each atom.
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Equation 1.21, 1.22 and 1.24 can be easily extended also for magnetic
systems, taking into account of spin polarization.

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy simulations

Scanning tunneling microscopy is an experimental method which al-
lows to directly study the real-space of a surface structure. A small
metal tip is brought close to the surface in different points and a
bias voltage is applied between it and the sample. The set up can be
used in two different modes:constant height mode an constant cur-
rent mode. In the constant height mode, the height of the tip above
the surface is kept fixed and the tunneling current I is measured:
a current map will be obtained. In the constant current mode, the
tunneling current is kept fixed by changing the tip height z: the STM
image is formed recording the tip heights in every point scan. The
constant height mode is not the most common since the tip may ac-
cidentally crash into the surface corrugations. For this reasons both
experimental and simulated STM images of the present work have
been taken in the second mode.
QE offers the possibility to simulate STM images using the Tersoff-
Hamann approach [46]. The tip is modeled as a locally spherical
potential wall in which only the s-wave solution is assumed to inter-
act with the surface states. It is possible to demonstrate that the
tunneling current I between the tip and the sample is proportional
to the Integrated Local Density of States :

I(rtip) ∝ ILDoS(rtip) (1.25)

ILDoS is defined as:

ILDoS(r) =

∫ EF+eVbias

EF

LDoS(r, E)dE (1.26)

with LDoS(r, E) the Local Density of States :

LDoS(r, E) =
∑
i

∫
B.Z.

dk |ψi,k(r)|2 δ(ε(k)− E) (1.27)
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where EF is the Fermi Energy and Vbias is the bias-voltage applied
between the tip and the sample.

A constant-current STM image is obtained by choosing a certain
value for the current I and search for each point xy of the surface the
corresponding height (z value) that has the same value of I . Since in
general for a given point xy on the surface more than one z value can
have the same current I , an isovalue-search algorithm is implemented,
which starts from the vacuum region of the system and goes toward
the sample until the given isovalue of I is found for the first time.

Band structure unfolding

QE allows to compute electronic band structure E(k) for a given path
in the reciprocal lattice. This is an important information on the elec-
tronic properties of the system but in most cases the results cannot
be directly compared with experimental spectra such as those de-
tected in Angular-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES).
This is due to the fact that most of the systems have to be modeled
by means of a large supercells which have a larger periodicity in real
space than the elementary unit cell. As a consequence, the reciprocal
space of the supercell have a small periodicity and all the electronic
bands fold into the Brillouin Zone of the supercell (figure 1.6).
For this purpose, QE provides an additional package that allows to
map the energy eigenvalues obtained from large supercell calculations
into the effective band structure, using the Popescu and Zunger algo-
rithm [47]. The idea is that the supercell (SC) eigenvectors ψK,m(r)

can be expressed as a linear combination of primitive cell (PC) eigen-
vectors ψk,n(r):

ψK,m(r) =
∑
i

∑
n

F (ki, n; K,m)ψki,n(r) (1.28)
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Projecting ψK,m(r) on all PC Bloch states ψki,n(r) for a fixed ki, the
spectral weights can be calculated as:

PK,m(ki) =
∑
n

|ψK,m(r) ∗ ψki,n(r)|2 (1.29)

This is the contributions of states ψki,n(r) to the SC states ψK,m(r)

at the same energy En = Em. The evaluation of the spectral weight
is particularly simple in plane-wave based codes since it is just a
coefficient of the plane wave expansion of the SC eigenvector ψK,m(r).
Thus, summing up all the contributions at different energies, the
Spectral Function A(ki, E) of continuous variable E can be calculated
as:

A(ki, E) =
∑
m

PK,m(ki)δ(Em − E) (1.30)

The E(k) dispersion can then easily be recovered from this new quan-
tity.
Similarly, with the same package, it is also possible to calculate the
contributions of each orbital of each atom to the band structure.

Core Level Shift

A typical issue in surface science is how to identify some specific
atom, as well as its chemical state. This can be afforded with X-Ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy(XPS), a surface-sensitive technique. It
consists in irradiating a sample with a beam of X-ray with a proper
energy hν exciting a core-electron of the atom of interest; the electron
is ejected with a kinetic energy(KE) which can be measured and,
knowing the work function Φ of the material and the energy of the
incident beam, the Binding Energy(BE) of the core-electron can be
determined as:

BE = hν −KE − Φ
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Figure 1.6: Schematic rappresentation of the unfolding process of a supercell structure. Image
taken from [47].

Computationally, absolute values of the core-level binding energies
(BE) are not accessible in the pseudopotential formalism, where only
their differences (i.e. core level shifts, CLS) are meaningful. To this
purpose, final state approximation can be used to calculate CLSs. It
consists on to approximate initial and final state as follow:
• Initial state(indicated with i in the following): all electrons are
present in each atom in the ground state;

• Final state (indicated with i∗): one core-electron of one atom is
removed while the others are frozen in their initial state.

Given two different configurations i and j, their Core Level Shift is
defined as the difference between all-electron binding energies:

CLS(j − i) = ∆BE(j − i) = BEAE(j)−BEAE(i) (1.31)

with
BEAE(i) = EAE

tot (i∗)− EAE
tot (i)
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where EAE
tot (i∗) and EAE

tot (i) are all-electrons total energies of core-
excited and normal configurations respectively. Since we do not have
access to AE total energies, BEAE

tot can be written in terms of pseu-
dopotential energies (EPS

tot ) as:

BEAE(i) = BEPS(i) + ∆EAE−PS
at (i∗ − i) (1.32)

with
BEPS(i) = EPS

tot (i∗)− EPS
tot (i)

and

∆EAE−PS
at (i∗ − i) = EAE

at (i∗)− EPS
at (i∗)− [EAE

at (i)− EPS
at (i)]

where Eat refers to the atomic energies of the isolated atom. Thus,
the Core Level Shift between two configurations i and j with a dif-
ferent core-excited atom can be calculated in terms of PS energies
only as:

CLS(j − i) = EPS
tot (j∗)− EPS

tot (i∗)− [EPS
tot (j)− EPS

tot (i)] (1.33)

In the present work, in order to calculate core-level-shifts, the needed
PseudoPotentials with a missing core-electron have been generated
using the ld1.x atomic code of QUANTUM-ESPRESSO package (ap-
pendix 5.2).

1.4 Interatomic potentials with Neural Network

The efficient modeling of the Potential Energy Surface (PES) and
interatomic forces has always been a matter of debate. On one hand,
ab-initio molecular dynamics trajectories are very accurate but re-
stricted to systems sizes of hundreds of atoms and to time scales
of ∼ 100ps since energy and forces evaluation through DFT is very
heavy computationally. On the other hand, classical molecular dy-
namic allows larger and longer simulations but with much lower ac-
curacy.
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In the last few years, Neural Networks(NN) have been used to model
the PES, allowing to perform molecular dynamics simulations with
accuracy and efficiency comparable to DFT and classical simulations
respectively. Among many packages available, the DeepMD package
has been used in this work since it is well interfaced with LAMMPS
software [48], a classical molecular dynamics code. In this section,
we are going to give a brief overview about the Neural Networks and
some technical details about DeepMD and LAMMPS packages.

1.4.1 Neural-Network: an overview

A neural network is a collection of artificial computing nodes con-
nected together, called neurons, which allows to model unknown and
very complicated functions.
Each neuron accepts N input data (xj, j = 1, ..., N ) and gives as
output a weighted sum of them as depicted in figure 1.7a, where
weights wi are parameters of the model to be learned during a train-
ing phase. Most of the times, the weighted sum is passed through
a non-linear function known as activation function in order to grasp
non-linearity behaviors of input data.
To model very complex functions a single neuron is usually not suf-
ficient, thus many of them are collected and connected together into
layers to form a Neural Network(NN) and weights can be arranged
in a matrix ( W ) for each layer. The type of NN that we are going
to use in this work is a dense feed-forward NN where each neuron at
layer k− 1 is connected to each neuron at layer k, i.e. the input data
of each neuron of the kth layer are the outputs of each neuron in the
(k − 1)th layer (figure 1.7b). The number of neurons for each layer
and the number of layers (L) in a NN are hyper-parameters since
they have to be tuned by user and are fixed during training.
Training is the process by means of which we can determine the
weights of input data for each neuron in order to approximate a
given function F (x) knowing its values in some points x1, ..., xn by
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.7: (a) Schematic structure of an artificial neuron. It has many input (xj) and one
output (y). (b)Example of Feed Forward Neural Network with two hidden layer. Each layer
has some neurons and each of them are connected to each neurons in the next layer.

minimizing a loss or cost function. Letting h(x, {W1, ...,WL}) the
prediction of the NN model, where W1, ...,WL are matrix weights of
each layer, a classic choice for the loss function is the Root Mean
Square Error(RMSE) defined as:

L({W1, ...,WL}) =
1

2

n∑
i=1

(F (xi)− h(xi, {W1, ...,WL}))2 (1.34)

which is a measure of how close is the prediction to the true value.
Minimization of loss function is performed through an iterative algo-
rithm, called Gradient Descent : weights in each neuron are randomly
initialized and then updated through equation:

wi(t + 1) = wi(t)− η
∂L

∂wi
(1.35)

where t is the number of updates, η is the learning rate and it can
vary during training and ∂L/∂wi the gradient of the loss function
with respect to weights wi. Minimization of the loss function is a very
difficult task since there are many weights to optimize and many local
minima can be present. Many other sophisticated algorithms have
already been studied but they all lie on Gradient Descent Algorithm
[49].
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1.4.2 DeepMD package

DeepMD [50] is a package, based on Tensorflow 2.0 framework [51],
which allows to model the Potential Energy Surface of crystalline
systems through a Neural Network model. In particular, it allows to
predict energy of the system as a sum of individual atomic contribu-
tions:

E =
∑
i

Ei (1.36)

where Ei is the atomic energy of the i−th atom. Each atomic energy
is determined by the position (R) of the atom and its neighbors: Ei =

Es(i)

(
Ri, {Rj|j ∈ NRC

(i)}
)
where NRC

(i) is the set of neighbors of
atom i within a given cutoff radius RC .
As a consequence, forces acting on the i− th atom can be calculated
as:

Fi = − ∂

∂Ri

∑
j

Es(j) (1.37)

Since we want translational, rotational and permutational symme-
tries of the system to be preserved on the PES function as well, a
preprocessing of atomic positions is needed [52]. This is achieved
through a Deep Neural Network, called Encoding Network, which
maps atomic positions into ad-hoc "descriptors" of the atomic chem-
ical environment with all the symmetries of the system [50].
In order to fit the PES function, outputs from the encoding network
are passed through a feed forward NN, called fitting network. The
loss function used for training is defined as:

L(pε, pf) =
pε
N

∆E2 +
pf
3N

∑
i

|∆Fi|2 (1.38)

where N is the number of atoms in the system, ∆E2 and |∆Fi|2

denote the root mean square error in energy and forces respectively
and pε and pf are prefactors free to change during training and cho-
sen by the user. Its minimization is always carried out using Adam
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Stochastic Descent Algorithm [49].
Once the NN model parameters are found trough training, they can
be frozen and classical Molecular Dynamic simulations carried out
with LAMMPS package, using the fitted PES to evaluate forces and
energies.



Chapter 2

Graphene on Nickel(111)

2.1 State of art

Since its discover in 2004 [53], graphene (G) exhibits promising tech-
nological applications in different areas including electronics, optics,
gas sensors, and catalysis [54]. One of the most widely used technique
to grow G is chemical vapour deposition (CVD) which involves tran-
sition metal surface as a catalytic substrate for the self-assembling
of carbon atoms from gaseous hydrocarbons [55] [56]. It is an effi-
cient method to produce large flakes of high-quality graphene but the
choice of the substrate is crucial in determining the G properties.

For instance, G interacts strongly with Ni(111), Ni(110), Co(111),
Co(110), Pd(111) [57] leading to chemisorption accompanied by no-
ticeable changes of G properties [58], while on Cu(111) and Ir(111)
G is only physisorbed [59] thus preserving its main properties such
as semimetallicity.
Among the aforementioned substrates, Ni(111) is particularly appeal-
ing due to its excellent lattice match with G lattice parameter but
its surface becomes unstable upon exposure to hydrocarbons and
can undergo "clock reconstruction", with the formation of highly
stable nickel carbide (Ni2C ) phase [60] [61] [62]. This structural
phase transition can be followed by G growth that can occur not
directly from decomposed hydrocarbons but in two steps: formation
of the precursor carbide converted into G in a second step [63] [64].

37
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The presence of nickel carbide, with the appropriate substrate pre-
treatment and the suitable choice of the CVD parameters, can lead
to the formation of rotated domains (RG) of Graphene [64]. This is
further investigated in section 2.3.
Anyhow, Ni(111) ensures the formation of high-quality G flakes, with
the drawback of a strong interaction which leads to the loss of free-
standing G features [65]. Nevertheless, many efforts have been done
to tailor the properties of G and in many case the intercalation of
atoms or molecules can be exploited to decouple it from the substrate
and to modify at will its electronic properties[66][67][68][69][70][71][72].
In this perspective, the intercalation of carbon monoxide (CO) is par-
ticularly relevant, since CO is one of the simplest and most harmful
molecules in atmosphere, and a system for its trapping can be of po-
tential application in sensor or catalytic reactor [73]. In section 2.4
such topic will be investigated in more details.

2.2 Potential Energy Surface modeling

Since G/Ni(111) has been already extensively investigated, we bene-
fit of that to exploit an approach different from simply "brute force"
DFT calculations, with the aim of extending the study to more com-
plex configurations. Up to now, ab-initio calculations have been
widely used for Potential Energy Surface(PES) modeling in differ-
ent atomic systems with great accuracy, but computational resources
have limited their application to configurations with hundreds of
atoms at most. This has been even more limiting for ab-initio molec-
ular dynamics simulations (AIMD) since only short-time trajectories
can be afforded. To overcome this problem empirical interatomic po-
tentials such as Lennard-Jones [74] or embedded atom method [75]
[76] have been introduced but at the cost of a lack of transferability.
In recent years, in parallel with the rapid advances of Artificial In-
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telligence, there have been many attempts to construct interatomic
potentials using Machine Learning and Neural Networks techniques.
Among these, Deep Potential Molecular Dynamics(DeePMD) [77]
[50] is one of the most popular and many works have already been
reported in literature [78][79][80][81][82].

We constructed and trained a Deep Neural Network by means of
DeepMD-kit [77] package to model the PES for free pristine graphene,
G on Ni(111) and Ni bulk. A first trial potential has been gen-
erated using data from ab-initio Born-Oppheneimer Molecular Dy-
namics(BOMD) (first generation potential) and then it has been im-
proved adding uncorrelated configurations generated through classi-
cal molecular dynamics with the new potential (second generation
potential). Finally, the second generation potential has been used to
study configurations affordably with DFT.

2.2.1 First generation potential

Data preparation and training

The choice of the dataset for training and validation is fundamen-
tal to obtain a high quality potential. To this end, we performed
Born-Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics using Quantum Espresso to
generate some trajectories in the canonical ensemble at constant vol-
ume (NVT) for different temperatures and configurations (table 2.1
and figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Schematic images of structures used to create the initial dataset for first generation
potential creation. For each of them Born-Oppenheimer MD at different temperatures in the
canonical ensemble (NVT) have been carried out and many frames have been included in the
dataset as reported in table 2.1.
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Structures Unit cell
repetitions

Natom
Temperature

(K)
Nstep

G free 12 × 12 288
200 200
600 193
1000 195

Ni bulk
conventional cubic cell

3× 3× 3 256
200 1000
600 1000
1000 1000

Ni slab
6 layers

6× 6 216
200 100
600 215
1000 214

G/Ni(111) 6× 6 288
200 150
600 166
1000 154

G/Ni(111)
with 1C-vacancy 3

√
3R◦30× 5 239

200 116
600 128
1000 127

G/Ni(111)
with 2C-vacancy 3

√
3R◦30× 5 238

200 165
600 166
1000 182

Ni(111)
with G flake above 3

√
3R◦30× 5 204

300 183
600 183
1000 182

Table 2.1: Dataset information about included frames for each structures at different temper-
atures.

In all cases, a time-step of 1.45fs and the Andersen thermostat
were used. Exchange and correlations effect were taken into account
through Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization within Generalized-
Gradient-Approximations. Grimme-D2 scheme were also used for
Van-der-Waals interactions. Cutoffs of 30 Ry and 200 Ry were set
for plane-wave and electron density expansion, respectively. Ultra-
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soft, scalar-relativistic pseudopotential with non-linear core correc-
tions and Γ point only for sampling in the Brillouin zone were used .
The dataset was formed by all the frames of all the trajectories and
was split into two subsets: a training set, composed by 90% of each
trajectory and it for training, and a validation set, used to validate
the Neural Network while training.

DeepMD-kit [77] was used to train the potential. Concerning the
encoding Network, two different descriptors were used:

• short-range descriptor (se_e2_a): this descriptor of local envi-
ronment is constructed from both angular and radial information
of atomic configurations. This descriptor is supposed to catch the
short-range interactions, thus smoothing cutoff rcut_smth and
cutoff rcut parameters were set to 3.0 Å and 4.0 Å respectively,
such that first and second nearest-neighbors are included both
in free G and Ni bulk. A 3 layers encoding Neural Network with
32-64-128 neuron units respectively was set up.

• long-range descriptor(se_e2_r): this descriptor of local environ-
ment is constructed from only radial information of atomic con-
figurations and thus it should be suitable for long-range inter-
action description. For this reason the two cutoffs, rcut_smth
and rcut, were set to 6.0 Å and 8.0 Å respectively and the same
encoding network as in the previous descriptor was used.

For the fitting network, 4 layers with 64 neuron units each are em-
ployed. The learning rate starts from 0.001 and decay exponentially
to 1e− 7 in 80000 steps.
The Network has been trained for 64000 epochs using a batch size
of 2. Since the datasets are not balanced, i.e. the number of frames
for each configurations is not the same, the probability of picking a
configuration at each step of training has been set manually such that
each configuration had almost the same probability to be chosen.
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In figure 2.2 the cost function, calculated as in equation 1.38 during
training, is reported. It converges both for training and validation
set in the same way, meaning that there is no overfitting.

Testing

At this point, the NN parameters found have been frozen and the
potential generated. In order to test it, a short classical molecular
dynamic of 5ps (5000 steps) using LAMMPS package [48] was run for
each structure in the dataset at different temperatures and energies
and forces were computed. Energies and forces of two randomly cho-
sen frames were also computed by means of an scf calculation with
QE for comparison: they are reported in figures 2.3 and 2.4, respec-
tively.
Energies predictions (figure 2.3), as confirmed by low RMSEs re-

ported in each figures, were good but still a bit noisy due to the fact
that the number of frames was not very high and more frames should
be added. On the other hand, force predictions (figure 2.4) were very
good for all configurations except for G flake on Ni(111). This could
be due to the fact that the C atoms on the edge of the flake have a
different coordination with respect to those inside, thus making the
learning more difficult (see figure 2.1 ).
In any case, even if the potential seems to interpolate energies and
forces quite well, this does not ensure that it works well in longer
simulations. It is meaningful to calculate the force autocorrelation
function(FACF) on the Born-Oppheneimer MD as:

ρ(k) =
1

(Nf − k)σ2

Nf−k∑
t

1

N

N∑
i

Fi(t)Fi(t + k) (2.1)

where i is the atom index, t the frame index, Nf the number of
frames, N the number of atoms in the configuration and k is the
time-step delay. The FACF was rather high in our simulations and
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Figure 2.2: Loss functions of energy (a), forces (b) and total(sum of energy and forces)(c) are
reported. Blue lines are the Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) calculated on the training set
while orange is the RMSE calculated on the validation set. Since they both converge similarly
to the same value, overfitting is not present.
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Figure 2.3: Energy comparison between predictions of the first generation potential(y-axis)
and DFT calculation(x-axis). In most of the cases points are very close to the bisecting line
meaning that the predictions agree quite well with DFT calculations. RMSEs calculated for
each configuration on the test set are also reported
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Figure 2.4: Force comparison between predictions of the first generation potential(y-axis) and
DFT calculation(x-axis). RMSEs calculated for each configuration on the test set are also
reported. In all cases predictions are very good.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Force autocorrelation function for Born-Oppheneimer (a) and LAMMPS (b) trajec-
tories of all structures at 600K. In the first case, computationally much more expensive, frames
can be considered uncorrelated only from the 80th step (FACF within the shaded regions), while
in the second case from the 2000th.

it went to zero only after at least 80 time-steps (figure 2.5a). This
means that most of the frames in the dataset did not really carry new
information to the network and that the phase space of all possible
configurations was not sufficiently sampled.
Typically a second generation potential is always needed to overcome
this problem and to improve its quality.

Second generation Potential

Since running long Born-Oppheneimer Molecular Dynamics to have
uncorrelated frames is too expensive, the first generation potential
has been used to run classical MD using LAMMPS package. In or-
der to enlarge the dataset and to improve the transferability of the
potential, it has been used also to run MD on some new structures.
For each configuration, a 3× 105 step trajectory has been generated
at 3 different temperatures (300, 600, 1000 K) printing positions,
forces and energies every 1000 steps.
The force autocorrelation functions calculated as in equation 2.1 for
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the new trajectories showed very weak correlations between the saved
frames (figure 2.5b).
For each saved frame, energies and forces have been computed us-
ing a QE scf calculation (same parameter used as for first generation
potential). The new dataset was made by all the frames with a to-
tal force smaller than 2Ry/Å, since configurations with bigger total
force are completely out of equilibrium and very unlikely to occur.
In table 2.3 all the information about the new dataset are reported.

configurations Unit cell
repetitions

Natom
Temperature

(K)
Frame

G free 12 × 12 288
300 224
600 229
1000 153

Ni bulk
conventional
cubic cell

4×4×4 256
200 225
600 225
1000 225

Ni slab
6 layers

6×6 216
200 225
600 228
1000 225

G/Ni(111) 6 × 6 288
200 225
600 229
1000 157

G/Ni(111)
with 1C-vacancy 3

√
3R◦30× 5 239

200 264
600 272
1000 273

G/Ni(111)
with 2C-vacancy 3

√
3R◦30× 5 238

200 274
600 274
1000 274

G/Ni(111)
with 4C-vacancy 3

√
3R◦30× 5 236

200 272
600 271
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1000 272

G/Ni(111)
with 2 2C-vacancy 3

√
3R◦30× 5 236

200 272
600 272
1000 272

G/Ni(111)
with 2 2C-vacancy
and 1 1C-vacancy

3
√

3R◦30× 5 235
200 267
600 271
1000 267

G/Ni(111)
with 3C-vacancy 3

√
3R◦30× 5 237

200 271
600 271
1000 270

G/Ni(111)
with 3 1C-vacancy 3

√
3R◦30× 5 237

200 271
600 270
1000 271

Ni(111)
with 1C surface 3

√
3R◦30× 5 181

200 175
600 178
1000 99

Ni(111)
with 2C surface 3

√
3R◦30× 5 182

200 174
600 92
1000 91

Ni(111)
with 6C surface 3

√
3R◦30× 5 186

200 90
600 94
1000 180

Ni(111)
with 10C surface 3

√
3R◦30× 5 190

200 90
600 90
1000 90

Ni(111)
with 20C surface 3

√
3R◦30× 5 200

200 90
600 90
1000 90

Ni(111)
with 5C subsurface 3

√
3R◦30× 5 185

200 271
600 273
1000 273

Ni(111)
with G flake above 3

√
3R◦30× 5

204
300 356
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600 344
900 19
1000 174

Ni(111)
with G flake above 4× 9

2

√
3R◦30 300

300 169
600 169
1000 169

Table 2.3: Dataset information about included frames for each structures at different temper-
atures for second generation potential.

The network has been trained using exactly the same hyper-parameters
as for the first generation potential. In figure 2.6 we can see train-
ing and validation cost functions converging similarly close to zero,
meaning that there is no overfitting.
As previously done for the first generation potential, in order to

test the new potential, a short classical molecular dynamic of 5ps
(5000 steps) using LAMMPS package was run for each structure in
the dataset and energies and forces of two randomly chosen frames
were computed by means of an scf calculation with QE (figures 2.7
and 2.8 ).
Concerning energies, figure 2.7 shows a clear improvement of predic-
tion for Ni bulk , pristine G and G on Ni(111) with C-vacancies while
Ni(111) clean surface and G on Ni(111) RMSE increases. This is due
to the fact that, for computational reason, only Γ point was used for
Brillouin sampling during DFT supercell calculations, corresponding
to different sampling densities, since the supercells had different pe-
riodicity. This introduced some noise in the training data, making
the learning process more difficult, but on the other hand increasing
the Brillouin zone sampling density would have been too expensive
computationally.
RMSE on force prediction instead improved or remained about the
same for each configurations showing a good predictive power of the
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Figure 2.6: Loss functions of energy (a), forces (b) and total(sum of energy and forces)(c) are
reported. Blue lines are the Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) calculated on the training set
while orange is the RMSE calculated on the validation set. Since they both converge similarly
to the same value overfitting is not present.
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second generation potential on these systems.
Concerning the new configurations added to the dataset, energies and
force predictions in figure 2.9 and 2.10 respectively have a very low
RMSE, indicating a good transferability of this potential.

2.2.2 Test on phonon dispersion

As a further validation of the new potential, the phonon band disper-
sion for pristine G and Ni bulk have been calculated using Phonolammps
package, a plugin of LAMMPS package for phonon calculations.
Graphene’s band dispersion was calculated along the Γ - M - K -
Γ path. From figure 2.11 we see a very good agreement with liter-
ature [83]. Optical branches slightly underestimate frequencies but
the shape of the two bands are very similar, while acoustic branches
perfectly matches the values in literature.
Ni bulk phonon dispersion was calculated along the Γ - X - W -
X - K - Γ - L path. The agreement with the results from [84] is
very good, even if in this case a slight overestimate of the highest
frequencies is present.

2.2.3 Different G/Ni(111) registry

The great advantage of the new potential is that very large systems
can be investigated with an accuracy at DFT level (although not
much different from those used for learning/training). An exam-
ple comes from G/Ni(111), where configurations with different high-
symmetries registries[85], i.e. top-fcc, top-hcp and top-bridge, have
been separately studied but a coexistence of such domains can be
detected on large scale systems (≈ 100 Å), since it is due to the tiny
difference in lattice parameter between Ni(111) and G (figure 2.12
). Up to now, for this reason, the spontaneous coexistence of dif-
ferent domains of G couldn’t be simulated with DFT but, with the
new potential it was possible. Since the main goal of the following
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Figure 2.7: Energy comparison between predictions of the second generation potential and
DFT for configurations in the first generation potential dataset. RMSEs calculated for each
configuration on the test set are also reported.
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Figure 2.8: Force comparison between predictions of the second generation potential and DFT
for configurations in the first generation potential dataset. RMSEs calculated for each config-
uration on the test set are also reported.
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Figure 2.9: Energy comparison between predictions of the second generation potential and DFT
for new configurations added in the dataset. RMSEs calculated for each configuration on the
test set are also reported.
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Figure 2.10: Force comparison between predictions of the second generation potential and DFT
for new configurations added in the dataset. RMSEs calculated for each configuration on the
test set are also reported.
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Figure 2.11: Phonon band dispersion calculated for G (a) and Ni bulk (c) using the second
generation potential. They are in agreement with images found in literature [83](b) for G and
[84](d) for Ni bulk.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.12: (a) Three possible high-symmetry registries for G on Ni(111). (b)Experimental
STM image of different coexisting G domains. Images taken from [85]

simulations is to test the new potential in a real large scale system,
thermal expansions effects have been neglected.

Change of registry by translation

We first investigated the possibility of a change of registry by transla-
tion as the temperature increases. We performed molecular dynamics
simulations of 50ps (50000 steps) for G on Ni(111) starting with G
in the three possible high-symmetry registries and for temperatures
of 300, 600, 1000 K. For the simulations, a supercell made by 6×6
unit cells of Ni(111) has been used. Starting and final registries of
each simulation are reported in table 2.4. When the temperature is
300 K, G remains in the same registry throughout the simulations,
while increasing the temperature G always assumes the top-fcc reg-
istry, which is the most favorable [85]. The results are compatible
with NEB calculations performed on the unit cell for translation from
one registry to another (figure 2.13) which predict barriers of order
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Figure 2.13: (a) Energy barriers for translation from one registry to another. (b) Initial and
final configurations in LAMMPS simulations at 300 and 600 K: the starting registry in both
cases is top-hcp, but ending registry changes in top-fcc only at 600K. Stacking color scale of
Ni is shown in the top right inspect of image (a).

of 0.03−0.04eV , corresponding to temperatures of ≈ 400K (tab. 2.5
).

Temperature (K) initial registry final registry
300 top-fcc top-fcc
300 top-hcp top-hcp
300 top-bridge top-bridge
600 top-fcc top-fcc
600 top-hcp top-fcc
600 top-bridge top-fcc
1000 top-fcc top-fcc
1000 top-hcp top-fcc
1000 top-bridge top-fcc

Table 2.4: Initial and final registries of G on Ni(111) in Molecular Dynamics simulations at
different temperatures.
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Initial
registry

Final
registry

Energy barrier (eV ) T = 1
kBE

(K)

top-hcp top-fcc 0.026 311
top-fcc top-hcp 0.038 440

top-bridge top-fcc 0.042 488
top-fcc top-bridge 0.044 505

top-bridge top-hcp 0.037 440
top-hcp top-bridge 0.028 330

Table 2.5: Energy barriers and corresponding temperatures for registry translation predicted
by NEB calculations.

Registries coexistence

In order to check the possible coexistence of different G registries on
Ni(111), as observed experimentally, we cannot consider configura-
tions with PBC applied simultaneously to G and to the Ni(111) slab.
In fact, we note that:

• Independently on the use of the elementary 1×1 cell or multiple,
by symmetry the result would always consist in a domain with
an homogeneous registry. In order to let G accommodate on the
substrate with different registries, we have to consider a large G
domain on Ni, but not infinite in all the directions.

• The G domain has to be large enough in order that its adhesion
could be determined by the internal C atoms and not by the
edges. To estimate the minimum proper size, we have to recall
that the binding energy to Ni(111) for each C atom is about
0.15 eV for the internal atoms and varies from about 0.5 to 2
eV for the atoms at the edges according to the specific binding
configuration [86]. Therefore, as a rule of thumb we have to
consider G domains where the number of internal atoms is at
least about 20 times higher than the atoms at the edges.
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Keeping in mind that, a nanoribbon of G on a rectangular super-
cell of sizes 150Å×15Å has been constructed. G nanoribbon was cut
along the zig-zag direction in both sides as shown in figure 2.14a,
contained 714/12 internal/edge atoms and was let free to move dur-
ing dynamics. The Ni(111) slab was modeled with 6 layers using a
lattice parameter of 2.489 Å(see appendix 5.1).
Molecular dynamics runs of ≈ 500ps (50000 timesteps) were per-
formed at 300K (figure 2.14 ), 600K (figure 2.15) and 1000K (figure
2.16) starting from top-hcp registry for G in all cases. At 300 K G
stays in top-hcp registry. Conversely, at higher temperatures top-hcp
and top-fcc registries coexist alternating throughout the simulations
both at 600 K and at 1000 K.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.14: Initial(a) and final(b) configuration for MD at 300 K. G remain in the same
registry throughout the simulation. Stacking color scale is the same as in figure 2.13.

Although in simulated nanoribbon the coexistence of G registries
can be clearly seen, G is still constrained by PBC along the y direc-
tions: while along x direction around 15Å of clean Ni surface have
been set to ensure that G images do not interact, along y direction we
still have a full G layer. For this reason we constructed an hexagonal
G flake on a quasi-squared Ni slab supercell of sizes 150Å×155Åwith
6 layers. In this case, since we are not constrained by PBC we used
the equilibrium lattice parameter both for Ni(111) and for G layer,
i.e. 2.489Å and G 2.46Å respectively. G flake was cut along the
zig-zag directions in all the six directions, as shown in figure 2.17a.
The side of the hexagon has been set to about 80Å since, as we al-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.15: Selected frames ( number 10000(a), 10900(b), 47100(c) and last (d) ) from Molec-
ular dynamic at 600K. G registry alternates during simulation from top-fcc to top-hcp and
vice versa. Stacking color scale is the same as in figure 2.13.

ready noted, the internal number of C in G layer should be at least
20 times higher than the number of atoms at the edges (4968/176
internal/edge atoms).
Molecular dynamics simulations of ≈ 500ps(50000)at 300K (figure
2.17 ), 600 K (figure 2.18) and 1000 K (figure 2.19) starting from the
configuration reported in figure 2.17a. In all cases, different registries
coexists alternating throughout the simulations.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2.16: Selected frames ( number 700(a), 1100(b), 16200(c), 33200(d) and last (d)) of
Molecular dynamic at 1000K. G registry alternates during simulation from top-fcc to top-hcp
and vice versa. Stacking color scale is the same as in figure 2.13.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.17: Initial(a) and final(b) configuration for MD at 300 K. The coexistence of top-hcp
(yellow portion on G flake), hcp-fcc (red) and top-fcc (blu) registries are clearly visible in the
final configuration. Stacking color scale is the same as in figure 2.13.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.18: Selected frames ( number 1000(a) and last (b)) of Molecular dynamic at 600K.
G registry alternates during simulation and the coexistence of top-hcp (yellow portion on G
flake), hcp-fcc (red) and top-fcc (blu) registries are clearly visible. Stacking color scale is the
same as in figure 2.13.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.19: Selected frames ( number 2500(a) and last (b)) of Molecular dynamic at 1000K.
G registry alternates during simulation and the coexistence of top-hcp (yellow portion on G
flake), hcp-fcc (red) and top-fcc (blu) registries are clearly visible. Stacking color scale is the
same as in figure 2.13.
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2.3 G/Ni2C/Ni(111)

Recent experiment performed by C. Africh, G. Comelli and collab-
orators at CNR-IOM showed that due to an excess of carbon seg-
regation from bulk nickel to surface upon cooling, a nickel carbide
Ni2C phase forms and is detected solely under rotated graphene
(RG) but not under epitaxial graphene (EG) [64]. In particular, com-
bined LEED analysis and STM imaging on rotated domains showed
that G domains rotated by 17◦ with respect to the 〈100〉 direction
of nickel lattice are the most abundant ones, followed by 13◦ rotated
domains[87]. In this chapter we construct different G/Ni2C/Ni(111)
interface models accounting for the two types of G domains and then,
by applying density functional theory, we illuminate the microscopic
mechanisms governing the structural changes of nickel surface in-
duced by carbon segregation. The present work has already been
published in [88].

Computational details

Spin-polarized DFT calculations were performed with QUANTUM
ESPRESSO (QE) package [27]. Exchange and correlations effects
were taken into account by means of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
parametrization within the Generalized-Gradient-Approximation [33].
Van der Waals interactions were also added by means of semi-empirical
corrections DFT-D2 schema [89]. Cutoffs of 30Ry and 200Ry were
set for plane-wave basis set and electron density expansions, respec-
tively. The convergence threshold for total energy in all calculations
was set to 10−6Ry. Ultrasoft, scalar-relativistic pseudopotential with
non-linear core corrections from the QE website have been used [90].
In order to calculate Core Level Shift(CLS) of C 1s states in different
carbon species, an ultrasoft pseudopotential with one missing core
electron were generated, using the ld1.x atomic code(see appendix
5.2).
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During the structural relaxations, the Brillouin-zone (BZ) integration
has been performed with 4 k points using the smearing special-point
technique and a smearing parameter of 0.01Ry [38]. In order to
compute the atom-projected density of states (DOS) additional non-
self-consistent calculations with fixed potential were performed with
10 k points in the BZ. Energy barriers were calculated by means of
nudged elastic band method with the quasi-Newton Broyden opti-
mization schema. In all cases a threshold on the norm of the force
orthogonal to the path were set to 0.1 eV/Å.

Structural models for G/Ni2C/Ni(111) heterostructures

The G/Ni(111) structures, EG and RG, are modeled using an hexag-
onal unit cell with lateral size of 10.8 Å.
Ni2C on Ni(111) can be described with a quasi-square

√
39R16.1◦×√

39R̄16.1◦, where the denoted angles describe the orientation of the
unit cell vectors with respect to 〈110〉 nickel surface directions and
R̄ denotes rotation in the opposite sense to R [61] [91] [92].
Two models of G atNi2C/Ni(111) interface have been studied: EGC,
where G is epitaxially aligned with Ni(111) and RGC, where the an-
gle between G zigzag direction and 〈110〉 direction of Ni(111) surface
is about 16◦. As we already know, G and Ni(111) share the same
hexagonal lattice with very small difference in lattice constant and
thus any unit cell of Ni2C/Ni(111) can be used to describe EGC
structure. However, this cell is not suitable for our goal since it can-
not accommodate G rotated by 17◦ or 13◦ or any angle close to it.
To find a simulation cell which can accommodate three different lat-
tices ( rotated G, Ni2C, Ni(111) ) a small code in python3 has been
written. We fixed a mutual point of the three lattices at the origin
of the coordinate system and, keeping the Ni(111) lattice fixed, we
rotated the G and Ni2C lattices around the z-axis ( figure 2.20a ).
Structural parameters of G and Ni2C lattices have also been varied
within a few percent interval. For every set of structural parameters
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and rotation angles we look for points that can be considered as mu-
tual points of the three lattices within a certain tolerance and limiting
our search to supercells with a computationally affordable number of
atoms. Among all the candidates, (6×

√
43)R7.6◦ is the minimal cell

(lateral sizes 14.9 Åand 16.3 Å) that is suitable to match all three
lattices with the rotation observed by LEED. The angles between the
zigzag directions of graphene and 〈110〉 directions of nickel are close
to the observed value but not perfectly equal ( 15.5◦ and 16.1◦ ) due
to a small shear strain ( figure 2.20b ).
The EGC heterostructure is modeled with the same supercell, with
G adsorbed in the top-fcc registry but the G lattice constant is forced
to be 1.2 % larger than in pristine G. The thickness of the vacuum
region in both cases is set to at least 13 Å.
After structural optimizations both for EGC and RGC, the distance
between G and carbide is 2.97 Å and 3.02 Å, respectively. As an
aftermath of the geometric constraints imposed by the shape of the
cell, the number of graphene C atoms differs in EGC and RGC (84
and 88 C atoms respectively) so we can’t compare the total energies
of the two cells. Therefore, to quantify the structural stability of
the two configurations, we calculated the G adsorption energy per C
atom (Eads) as:

Eads =
1

NC
(EG/Ni2C/Ni(111) − ENi2C/Ni(111) − EG) (2.2)

where NC is the number of C atoms in G layer, EG/Ni2C/Ni(111) is
the energy of the total system (RCG or EGC), ENi2C/Ni(111) is the
energy of the substrate without G and EG is the energy of G layer.
Both for RGC and for EGC Eads = −0.10 eV , which is lower than
−0.17eV found for G adsorption on Ni(111) in the top-fcc registry,
which is the most stable [85]. This is in agreement with previous
studies, where a weaker graphene-nickel interaction is reported in
cases where Ni2C is present at the nickel surface [63]. Additionally,
we found that the change in G orientation does not affect the stability
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of ENi2C/Ni(111) heterostructure since the Eads is the same in EGC
and RGC structures. Hence, contrary to G adsorption on Ni(111)
where both features of chemisorption and physisorption occur [93],
modest Eads and sizable increase in graphene-metal distance suggest
that G adsorption on Ni2C/Ni(111) substrate can be undoubtedly
characterized as a weak physisorption. In the end, since EGC and
RGC structures are equally stable, we cannot explain why carbide
formation occurs exclusively under RG domains by inspecting only
the energetic properties of these structures.

Electronic properties of G/Ni2C/Ni(111) heterostructures

As we already know, Binding Energy (BE) of core electrons are very
sensitive to the chemical environment in which the atom is. There-
fore, C 1s core electrons Binding Energies can be used to identify
different carbon species for G/Ni2C/Ni(111) heterostructures. Tak-
ing BE of free-standing graphene (284.4 eV) as reference, we calcu-
lated 1s CLS for C in carbide and G (both on carbide and directly
supported on nickel). Results are reported in table 2.6 and they are
compared with experimental results in ref [87]. Interestingly, for G
directly supported on Ni(111) we obtained an average CLS of about
0.4 eV towards higher BE, with the CLS of C 1s in top and fcc sites
differing by about 0.1 eV, well beyond the numerical accuracy of the
method but very difficult to detect experimentally.
Looking carefully at figure 2.21a, two different coordination for car-
bon atoms in Ni2C can be identified: 1/3 of carbide C atoms have a
fivefold coordination (C1, green balls) while the remaining 2/3 have
a sixfold coordination (C2, orange balls). For C1 specie we found a
perfect match with an experimental BE value. On the other hand,
the experimental BE assigned to C atoms dissolved in the first few
subsurface layers is very close to the value we obtain for the C2 atoms.
Therefore we suggest that the peak attributed in ref. [87] to dissolved
C could be alternatively attributed to the C2 atoms of carbide. Its
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.20: (a) Schematic diagram of the algorithm implemented for finding the simulation cell
for both EGC and RGC (distance between components is enlarged to improve the visibility).
The lattices of Ni(111), Ni2C and G with the corresponding lattice vectors are depicted on
the right as viewed from above. In the G panel, the sites corresponding to Ni(111) lattice are
denoted by small gray dots to emphasize the G rotation. (b) (6 ×

√
43)R7.6◦ simulation cell

found (black dashed line). C atoms of G (Ni2C) are represented by red(orange) spheres. Green
and violet squares on the left emphasize the typical clock reconstruction of carbide. Ni atoms
of Ni(111) (Ni2C) are depicted as dark(light) blue. Ni(111) underlying structure is revealed on
the right by removing G and carbide from the image. Lattice vectors a1 and a2 in lower right
corner define the 〈110〉 directions of nickel lattice. Image taken from [88].
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very low intensity can be explained by structural arguments, as C2
atoms are 0.4 Å deeper than C1 atoms. Thus they are at the very
end of the reach of photoelectrons whose effective attenuation length
is around 4.4 Å.
The calculated BE of carbon atoms in G above carbide is equal to the
free-standing G, thus confirming once again that G is decoupled from
the substrate. As a further analysis for that, we calculated the charge
density induced (ICD) upon the G adsorption on Ni2C/Ni(111) sub-
strate and atomic projected density of states (pDOS) of G in both
EGC and RGC (figures 2.22a-b, respectively). From ICD plots, a
small electronic charge transfer of similar magnitude from G to Ni2C
has been found both in EGC and RGC. Löwdin analysis quantifies
a loss of 0.05 electrons for G, irrespective of its orientation, and an
average gain of 0.06 electrons on Ni atoms of carbide. A further con-
firmation of the very weak interaction between G and Ni2C is the
restoring of the typical Dirac cones of G (figure 2.22b), even if they
appear to be slightly shifted of about 0.1 eV in both EGC and RGC.

Calculated BE (eV) Experimental BE (eV)
Carbide C1 283.2 Carbide 283.2
Carbide C2 283.6 Dissolved C 283.8
EGC (fcc) 284.8

EG 284.8
EGC (top) 284.9
Table 2.6: BE of C 1s calculated and experimental [87].

Ni2C formation at G/Ni(111)

To examine the carbide formation under EG and RG, we first inves-
tigated the influence of rotation on G binding on Ni(111) and then,
adding C subsurface atoms, we discuss the microscopic mechanisms
leading to carbide formation only under RG.
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Figure 2.21: Core electron binding energies (in eV) for different carbon species. In the image
above the two different coordination of carbon atoms in Ni2C are represented by green and
orange spheres and labeled by 1 and 2 respectively. Experimental values are ported as arrows.
Image taken from [88].

(a) (b)

Figure 2.22: (a) Charge density induced(ICD) upon G adsorption at Ni2C/Ni(111) interface in
epitaxial(EGC) and rotated(RGC) graphene. Plane used to plot the ICD is denoted by dashed
green lines and thermographic scale on the left is in electrons/Bohr3. (b) Projected Density
of States averaged over C atoms of G in EGC(blue line) and RGC(red line) structures. Total
DOS of free standing G is also reported in black. Image taken from [88].
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Influence of rotation on G binding to Ni(111)

First of all, we tried to explain how the G rotation affects its stability
on Ni(111). We constructed, using the same algorithm described in
section 2.3, a simulation cell which can accommodate both Ni(111)
and G rotated by 17◦ or 13◦ with respect to 〈110〉 directions of nickel.
We found the (

√
19×

√
19)R23.4◦ to be the most suitable candidate

able to accommodate G rotated by 13.2◦ ( figure 2.23a-b). This cell
can accommodate both EG and RG and they both contain 95 atoms
including 38 C atoms of graphene ( indicated with CG in the follow-
ing). Simulated STM image for RG domain is in excellent agreement
with the experimental one ( figure 2.24). Direct comparison of the to-
tal energy of the two structures show a difference of 1.48 eV (0.04 eV
per C atom) in favor of EG. This is a clear indication that G prefers
to align with Ni(111). We argue that the difference in total energy of
EG and RG stems from a different number of strong CG−Ni bonds
in two structures, i.e. from different number of CG atoms adsorbed
in (or very near to) top sites.
To demonstrate that, using a 1x1 unit cell with two CG atoms, we
inspected three different registries for EG configurations, namely top-
fcc, top-hcp and fcc-hp as already done in [?]. For each configuration
we calculated the adsorption energy of two CG atom pairs. With a
simple algebra, from three EG configurations we extracted adsorp-
tion energies of CG atoms at three different sites: we found that a
single CG atom adsorbed in top, fcc, and hcp site contributes to the
adsorption energy of G sheet by -0.23, -0.11, and -0.08 eV, respec-
tively. The contribution of top site is much larger than the other
two: this is a firm clue that the number of CG atoms sitting in top
sites determines the stability of G/Ni(111) structure. In particular,
in the two structures EG and RG we have 19 and 8 CG atoms on
top sites, respectively. If we consider the other CG atoms bound be-
tween fcc and hcp sites, the difference between the two contributions
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.23: Structural model of EG(a) and RG(b) made with (
√

19×
√

19)R23.4◦ unit cell. In
(a) surface and subsurface sites are reported as green and yellow spheres respectively. Image
taken from [88].

is (19− 8)× (0.23− (0.11 + 0.08/2)) = 1.49 eV , which is roughly the
difference in total energies of EG and RG structures.

Figure 2.24: (a)Experimental STM image of RG domain with a rotation angle of 13◦ on
Ni(111).(b) Detail of experimental STM image(V=-0.2 V; I = 2 nA)(adapted from ref [?]
fig.S6).(c)DFT simulated image of RG structure with G rotation angle of 13.2◦ (Vbias = −0.3eV ,
ILDOS value 4× 10−4|e|/a30). Image taken from [88].

Binding of individual C atoms

Using the same cell structure as before, we investigated the C bind-
ing in three surface sites (top, fcc, hcp) and three subsurface sites
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between the second and first Ni layer ( octahedral oh, tetrahedral-up
thu and tetrahedral-down thd ), both for clean Ni(111) and for EG
and RG structures ( figure 2.23a). The stability of all of them has
been evaluated through binding energy (Ebind) defined as:

Ebind = E(C) + E(Sup)− E(C/Sup) (2.3)

where E(C) is the total energy of the isolated C atom, E(Sup) is the
total energy of the support (i.e. Ni(111), EG or RG) and E(C/Sup)

is the total energy of C atom bound to the support.

Support oh thu thd top fcc hcp
Ni(111) 7.46 6.41 − − 6.90 6.96
EG 7.18 5.98 5.52 2.69 5.30 −
RG 7.39 − − − 5.99* 6.12*

Table 2.7: Binding energy Ebind for individual atom in subsurface sites of clean Ni(111) and
EG and RG interfaces. The stars (∗) denote the values averaged over fcc- and hcp-like sites
under RG.

As reported in table 2.7, among surface sites, C atom displays
very strong bindings on hollow sites for clean Ni(111) surface while
it is unstable in top site, at variance with CG atoms of graphene
which prefers to bind to top site, as discussed in previous section.
This suggests that the character of C-Ni bond crucially depends on
the hybridization of C 2p orbitals. The overlap between the G π

orbitals, formed upon sp2-hybridization, and the Ni 3dz2 orbitals is
essential for G stability on Ni(111) [?]. On the other hand, a single
C atom, which lacks sp2-hybridized orbitals, prefers to bind in sites
with high Ni coordination.
Furthermore, oh site is by far the most favorable in all three cases.
Even in this case, the Ni coordination plays an important role since C
atom is surrounded by six Ni atoms while in the other subsurface sites
only by four. In particular, the binding of C atom in oh site under
EG is slightly weaker under EG than RG or clean Ni(111). This is
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due to the very strong interaction between the CG atom in the top-
fcc registry of EG and Ni(111) which hinders the displacement of Ni
atoms in the first layer from the ideal fcc(111) positions. In RG, as
demonstrated on previous section, a weaker interaction between Ni
and G is present and thus nickel atoms of the first layer are free to
slightly move to accommodate the additional C atom.
The fcc and oh sites are the only ones which are stable in all three the
configurations thus, through NEB calculations, we investigated the
possibility of a C atom in the oh site to segregate to the surface fcc
site under EG and RG (figure 2.25). The calculated barriers of 2.23
and 1.51 eV in EG and RG structures indicate that the segregation
of a single C atom is very unlikely to occur as long as Ni(111) surface
is intact, i.e., as long as Ni atoms remain in fcc(111) positions. On
the other hand, much smaller barriers of 0.36 eV and 0.17 eV for
dissolution, i.e., for the inverse process of diffusion from the fcc to
the oh site, suggest that the stability of C atom on the surface at
room temperature is arguable.

Increasing concentration of subsurface C atoms

High barrier for surface segregation and low barrier for dissolution
together with high Ebind for the shallowest oh sites indicate that an
increase in subsurface C concentration is to be expected.
Following the preference of C atom to bind in subsurface oh site, we
simulated the increase in the concentration of subsurface carbon in
EG and RG structures by sequentially adding C atoms one-by-one
to oh sites. Due to geometrical constraints imposed by the shape
of the

√
19×

√
19R23.4◦ unit cell, the structures with homogeneous

coverage of subsurface C atoms cannot be realized for any concentra-
tion. Therefore first we put C atoms into mutually distant oh sites to
suppress the C-C interaction and then we add the C atoms in the oh
sites in between. To quantify the deformation of nickel surface upon
carbon addition, we calculated the mean absolute displacement 〈d〉
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Figure 2.25: Energy barriers for segregation of C atom from oh to fcc site under EG(blu) and
RG(red). Image taken from [88].
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of Ni atoms from the first layer from their initial positions in EG and
RG (figure 2.26). Finally, as a measure of the energy gain upon car-
bon addition, we calculated the incremental binding energy ∆Ebind

for every additional subsurface C atom put in G/Ni(111) interface,
as shown in figure 2.26. At low concentration not exceeding 0.3ML
, ∆Ebind and 〈d〉 have the same behavior in both EG and RG, indi-
cating that both structures can sustains carbon addition.
At higher coverage the situation abruptly changes: in EG ∆Ebind

decreases, suggesting that further addition of C atom is unfavorable,
while in RG increases, indicating an extra energy gain for additional
subsurface C atom. This is confirmed by the steeper increase of the
mean displacement of surface Ni atoms under RG than in EG (figure
2.26). Consequently, it is much easier to displace surface Ni atoms
under RG rather than EG and in the latter case the Nickel fcc(111)
structure is still preserved even at high C concentration.

To summarize, the epitaxially grown G completely locks the nickel
surface, making progressively more difficult the C enrichment of Ni
outermost layers, hindering the surface reconstruction and thus pre-
venting the nickel carbide formation. When G cover is rotated with
respect to Ni(111) surface, the C binding picture changes, the density
of subsurface carbon can increase, reaching the critical concentration
(estimated around 0.35 ML) which enables the structural transition
of the C-enriched Ni(111) layer to a Ni2C monolayer.
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Figure 2.26: Mean absolute displacement 〈d〉 of surface Ni atoms(top) and the incremental
binding energy ∆Ebind for the addition of subsurface C atoms to oh sites (bottom) in EG (blue)
and RG(red) at various concentrations. Image taken from [88].
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2.4 G/CO/Ni(111)

The adsorption of Carbon Monoxide on bare metal surfaces has been
widely studied by means of different experimental techniques [94] [95]
[96] [97] [114] [99] and numerical simulations [100]. On Ni(111) four
different high symmetry adsorption sites are available, namely top,
bridge, hollow hcp and hollow fcc. At low coverages, when the lateral
intermolecular interactions are negligible, the adsorption on hollow
sites is favored [99] [114]. At a coverage of 0.5 ML the hollow sites
are still indicated as the preferred ones by most of the literature [94]
[95] [96] [97] , but alternative suggestions for bridge sites only [101]
or a mixture of bridge and top sites are also present [102] [101]. At
the saturation coverage of 0.57 ML top and bridge sites are suggested
[103].
Under near-ambient pressure conditions, CO molecules can interca-
late underneath an epitaxial graphene monolayer grown on Ni(111),
getting trapped into the confined region at the interface. The sce-
nario is quite complicated and a detailed description of the adsorption
pattern and of its effects on the G electronic structure is still lacking.
In order to shed a light into this issue, STM (Scanning Tunneling
Microscopy), LEED ( Low Energy Electron Diffraction) and XPS
(X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy) experiments were performed by
C. Africh, G. Comelli and collaborators at CNR-IOM Tasc. LEED
(figure 2.27b) shows new additional spots, beside those related to
Ni and G, which are compatible with the co-existence of c(4 × 2)

and
√

7×
√

7R19.1◦ CO domains, with a local coverage of 0.50 ML
and 0.57 ML respectively, in line with results present in literature
obtained in absence of G capping. On the other hand, STM images
(figure 2.27a) taken after CO dosing show the full hexagon charac-
teristic of decoupled flakes of graphene.
Since STM and LEED provide information about the periodicity of
the intercalated CO pattern but no indication about the specific ad-
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Figure 2.27: Experimental STM image(a), LEED pattern at 100 eV (b) and XPS spectra(c) of
graphene/Ni(111) after CO intercalation (10 min @ 10 Torr) [I = 1 nA, Vbias = 0.2 V; inset:
1.5 ×1.5 nm2 , I=1 nA, Vbias = 0.4 V]. Image taken from [104]. Legend of experimental peak
assignment is reported on the top left.

sorption sites, XPS C1s spectra were taken (figure 2.27c). The signal
has been deconvolved with Doniach-Sunjic lineshapes using four com-
ponents for G on Ni(111), already identified in previous work [?], and
two further components related to the presence of intercalated CO.
The two components, with the hints from DFT calculations, have
been attributed to C atoms of CO in top positions and C atoms of
CO in bridge and fcc/hpc positions (because of the limited energy
resolution, peaks corresponding to CO in bridge and fcc/hcp posi-
tion, which are expected to lie very close to each other, were merged
into a single peak).
In this chapter a full investigation of the intercalated CO pattern for
different coverage is provided, highlighting the modifications induced
on the graphene electronic structure. The results presented here have
already been published [104].
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Computational details

DFT calculations were performed with the Quantum ESPRESSO
code [27], using the Generalized Gradient Approximation for the
exchange-correlation functional in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof parametriza-
tion (GGA-PBE) [33]. Ultrasoft, scalar-relativistic pseudopotentials
with non-linear core corrections from the QE website have been used
[90]. Semi-empirical corrections accounting for the van der Waals
interactions were included with the DFT-D2 approach [89]. The pe-
riodic cells have different shapes and sizes in the plane to cope with
the different CO coverages and accommodate different ordered pat-
terns both for adsorption on clean Ni, in the absence of G capping,
and for intercalation at the G/Ni interface. Specifically, we use a
rhombic

√
7 ×
√

7R19.1◦ cell for 0.14 ML and 0.57 ML, a rectan-
gular 2 ×

√
3 and a parallelogrammatic c(4 × 2) cell for 0.50 ML.

In all the supercells 3 Ni layers and G adsorbed on one side with a
vacuum spacing of about 24 Å between G and the parallel consecu-
tive Ni(111) surface have been used. Concerning the Brillouin zone
sampling, Monkhorst-Pack k-point meshes [38] with similar density
for the different cells have been used, namely: 6 × 6 × 1 for the√

7×
√

7R19.1◦ cell, 9 × 9 × 1 for the c(4× 2) cell and 6 × 6 × 1
for the 2×

√
3 cell for the structural optimization and self-consistent

calculations; 48 × 48 × 1 and 72 × 72 × 1 for the
√

7×
√

7R19.1◦

cell and for the c(4× 2) cell, respectively, for the non-self-consistent
calculations for the projected density of states (PDOS). Convergence
tests suggested a kinetic energy cutoff of 30 Ry for the plane-wave
basis set, 200 Ry for the charge density and an energy broadening of
0.01 Ry for the Methfessel-Paxton smearing technique. For calcula-
tion of core-level-shifts the plane-wave energy cutoff was increased to
50 Ry for the wavefunctions and 350 Ry for the charge density. STM
simulations were performed using the Tersoff-Hamann approach [46].
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DFT simulations

We performed a systematic density functional theory investigation
of G/CO/Ni(111) for CO concentrations of 0.14ML, 0.50ML and
0.57ML. For the sake of comparison and validation of our results,
it is useful to shortly examine first the CO adsorption patterns on
Ni(111) in absence of G capping and for the same coverages, although
already studied in literature.

CO/Ni(111)

All the optimized structures are characterized by CO molecules al-
most perpendicular to the surface, with the C end down (figures
2.28, 2.29, 2.30). For each configuration, adsorption energy has been
calculated as:

EadsCO =
1

NCO

(
ECO/Ni − ENi −NCO ∗ ECO

)
(2.4)

where ECO/Ni is the total energy of the CO/Ni(111), ENi is the
energy of the corresponding clean Ni slab, ECO is the energy of a
gas-phase CO molecule and NCO is the number of CO molecules
adsorbed on the slab.

At a coverage of θ = 0.14ML(figure 2.28), fcc and hcp sites are fa-
vored but also bridge and, to a lesser extent, top sites are stable, with
adsorption energies per CO molecule ranging from -2.24 eV (hollow
hcp) to -1.86 eV (top)(tab.2.8). At medium coverage of θ = 0.50ML,
CO molecules can be arranged in both 2×

√
3 and c(4× 2) patterns

(figures 2.29a and 2.29b respectively). The former pattern is the most
stable and involves CO molecules alternatively in hollow fcc and hcp
sites with an average adsorption energy of -2.26 eV per molecule. The
c(4× 2) cell involves instead top sites and "hybrid" sites, which are
intermediate between fcc and bridge, and between hcp and bridge,
with an average adsorption energy of -1.98 eV, lower than in config-
uration A, as expected since the top site is the least favored.
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Figure 2.28: Stable adsorption patterns of CO on Ni(111) (top(a), bridge(b), fcc(c), hcp(d) ) in
absence of G layer for a CO coverage of 0.14ML. Green lines denote the cell used for simulations.
Image taken from [104].

(a) (b)

Figure 2.29: Two different stable adsorption patterns of CO on Ni(111) (1fcc+1hcp(a),
1hcp+1fcc+2top(b)) in absence of G layer for a CO coverage of 0.50ML. Green lines denote
the simulations cells used. Image taken from [104].
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.30: Three different stable adsorption patterns of CO on Ni(111) ( 1hcp + 3fcc(a),
2hcp+2fcc(b), 3hcp + 1fcc(c) ) in absence of G layer for a CO coverage of 0.57ML. Green lines
denote the cell used for simulations. Image taken from [104].

For 0.57 ML coverage, three different stable configurations (figure
2.30) have been found, all involving CO molecules mainly in hollow
sites (both fcc and hcp), but slightly displaced from high symme-
try positions towards top and bridge sites. The average adsorption
energy is very similar, between -2.15 eV and -2.16 eV. Two of these
configurations are similar to those proposed in Ref. [105]. To sum-
marize, we find a variation of about 0.4 eV, at most, for the average
CO adsorption energy within the explored coverage range; larger dif-
ferences are related to the occupation of less favored adsorption sites
rather than to repulsive intermolecular interaction. Our results are
in agreement with the literature, taking into account the different
details of the calculations.
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θ(ML)
Einterc CO

with vdW
EadsCO

no G, with vdW
EadsCO

no G, no vdW

0.14

top 0.15* -1.86 -1.56
bridge -0.15* -2.08 -1.80
fcc -0.30 -2.22 -1.91
hcp -0.34 -2.24 -1.93

0.50
1hcp + 1 fcc -1.78 -2.26 -1.90
1hcp + 1fcc + 2top − -1.98 -1.62

0.57
1hcp + 3fcc -1.76 -2.16 -1.78
2hcp + 2fcc -1.75 -2.15 -1.77
3hcp + 1fcc -1.78 -2.15 -1.77

Table 2.8: Intercalation energies(equation 2.5 ) for CO at Gr/Ni(111) interface and adsorption
energies(equation 2.4) for CO on clean Ni(111) in eV.
*calculated by constraining the in-plane positions of CO since they are not stable adsorption
sites.

G/CO/Ni(111)

In the study of CO intercalated at the G/Ni(111) interface, we con-
sider G initially aligned in the top-fcc registry with respect to the
underlying Ni(111) surface, and allow the structures to fully relax.
In all cases, even for the smallest coverage of 0.14ML, the G layer
is well detached from Ni surface, increasing its original distance (
2.12 Å without CO ) to 5.52 Å, while maintaining the top-fcc reg-
istry. In the optimized structures, the CO molecules are almost per-
pendicular to the surface, as in the absence of G capping. At low
coverage ( θ = 0.14ML ), only hollow (fcc, hcp) sites are stable for
CO adsorption (figure 2.31). For comparison, the intercalation en-
ergy for top and bridge sites has been calculated by constraining the
in-plane position of CO. G capping clearly puts a constraint for the
adsorbed CO pattern also at higher coverage: at 0.50ML, only one
pattern is found, with the CO occupation of fcc and hcp sites(figure
2.32). Conversely, three different adsorption patterns are found at
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.31: Adsorption configurations of CO on Ni(111) (top(a), bridge(b), fcc(c), hcp(d)) in
presence of G layer for a CO coverage of 0.14ML. Fcc and hcp sites are stable while top and
bridge have been obtained by constraining the in-plane positions of CO molecules. Green lines
denote the cell used for simulations. Image taken from [104].

0.57ML, characterized mostly by the occupancy of hollow sites with
CO molecules slightly displaced towards top and bridge sites, simi-
larly to the case without G capping (figure 2.33). In summary, for
CO intercalated at G/Ni(111), we did not find stable configurations
including top sites, at variance with what we found in the absence of
G capping for 0.14 ML and 0.50 ML. The CO intercalated mainly oc-
cupies hollow sites, even if slightly moved towards bridge or top sites,
and G cover inhibits the occupation of pure top sites, as suggested
in [106].

Energetics

Insight about mutual interaction between G, CO molecules and Ni
substrate can be inferred from the energetics. In particular, we can
gain information about the stability of the system from the binding
energy of intercalated CO at G/Ni interface per CO molecule, defined
as:

EintercCO =
1

NCO

(
EG/CO/Ni − EG/Ni −NCO ∗ ECO

)
(2.5)
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(a)

Figure 2.32: (a) Stable Adsorption configuration of CO on Ni(111) (CO on fcc and hcp sites)in
presence of G layer for a CO coverage of 0.50ML. Green lines denote the cell used for simulations.
Image taken from [104].

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.33: Stable adsorption configurations of CO on Ni(111) ((a)1hcp+3fcc, (b)2hcp+2fcc,
(c)3hcp+1fcc) in presence of G layer for a CO coverage of 0.57ML. Green lines denote the cell
used for simulations. Image taken from [104].
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where EG/CO/Ni is the total energy of the G/CO/Ni(111), EG/Ni is
the energy of the corresponding system in absence of CO, ECO is the
energy of a gas-phase CO molecule and NCO is the number of inter-
calated CO molecules. From table 2.8, EintercCO can be compared
with the corresponding energy quantity without G capping, EadsCO:
as coverage increases, EintercCO decreases, while EadsCO remains more
or less constant. The large variation between low and high coverage
can be attributed to the different balance between the energy neces-
sary to detach G from Ni, which is always the same per C atom, and
the energy gained when CO intercalates and binds to the Ni surface,
which depends on the coverage [107] .
The interaction between G and the substrate can be evaluated through
adhesion energy defined as:

EadhG/(CO/Ni) =
1

NG

(
EG/CO/Ni − ECO/Ni − EG

)
(2.6)

in the case with intercalated CO, and defined as:

EadhG/Ni =
1

NG

(
EG/Ni − ENi − EG

)
(2.7)

without CO, where ECO/Ni is the energy of the corresponding sys-
tem without G capping, EG/Ni is energy of the system without CO,
EG is the energy of free-standing G layer, ENi is the energy of the
Ni(111) slab alone and NG is the number of C atoms of G. We found
EadhG/(CO/Ni) = −0.05 eV and EadhG/Ni = −0.16 eV for each config-
uration studied, indicating that G is less bound to CO/Ni than to
the clean Ni surface. In summary, these energy values suggest that
the CO intercalation facilitates the detachment of G from Ni.

2.4.1 Electronic properties

Core-level shits

Core-level-shifts(CLSs) of C 1s level have been calculated for all the
configurations considered here (both for C atoms in G and in the
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intercalated CO molecules), comparing them with the binding en-
ergy(BE) of free-standing G. Interestingly, for G directly supported
on Ni(111) we obtained an average CLS of about 0.4 eV towards
higher BE, with the CLS of C 1s in top and fcc sites differing by
about 0.1 eV, well beyond the numerical accuracy.
The effect of the CO intercalation on the C 1s of G is strongly depen-
dent on coverage: small for θ = 0.14ML but large for θ = 0.50ML

(with a CLS of about 0.55 eV towards lower BE) and θ = 0.57ML

(CLS of 0.35 eV), notwithstanding the extremely weak interaction
between G and CO (table 2.9). The non-monotonic behavior of the
C1s peak could be due to the different periodic cells used to model
different CO coverage.

C1s Exp(eV) [104]
DFT(eV)

GR/CO/Ni(111) CO/Ni(111)

G decoupled
by CO

283.8
284.35[0.14ML]
283.85[0.50ML]
284.05[0.57ML]

-

G non
interacting

284.4 284.40 -

Gr/Ni 284.8 284.80 [fcc]
284.90 [top]

-

CO bridge
285.3

285.15 [0.14ML] 285.15

CO hollow
284.95[0.14ML]
284.95[0.50ML]
284.95[0.57ML]

284.95[0.14ML]
284.95[0.50ML]
284.95[0.57ML]

CO top 285.9 285.70 [0.14ML] 285.70

carbide 283.2[283.0-.5] 283.20
283.60

-

Table 2.9: Experimental and DFT calculated C1s XPS peaks. Experimental values are taken
from [104]. The calculated values have been aligned with experimental peaks for the non-
interacting (free standing) G.
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Figure 2.34: Details of DFT calculated C 1s core level binding energies (horizontal axis) for
C atoms in CO/Ni, Gr/Ni, Gr/CO/Ni, Gr/Ni 2 C/Ni. The results are separated in different
panels: each panel refers to a specific system and a specific C type, indicated in the label
(bold fonts are used to unambiguously distinguish which C type we refer to). The same color
code of figure 2.35 (XPS spectrum) is used: purple for C atoms of free standing Gr; orange
for C atoms of G decoupled by Ni after CO intercalation; green for C atoms of G directly
interacting with Ni; light blue for C atoms of CO at (or close to) fcc or hcp sites; red for C
atoms of CO at bridge sites; black for C atoms of CO at top sites, dark blue for C atoms of a
carbide layer between G and Ni. Filled/open symbols for C atoms of CO indicate configurations
with/without G capping, respectively. For the C atoms of G we show separately the results for
the two sublattices, having top and fcc registry with respect to the Ni(111) surface. In each
panel we distinguish results obtained in different simulation cells, distributing them on the
vertical axis for visualization purposes. In particular, from bottom to top within each panel:
i) for systems including CO we report the results for coverage of 0.14 ML, 0.50 ML, 0.57 ML,
respectively; ii) for free G and Gr/Ni we report the results obtained in the

√
7×
√

7R19.1◦ cell
and in a cell multiple of the 2×

√
3, respectively (this choice guarantees that a core-excited C

atom is well separated from its images in the adjacent periodically repeated cells); The error bar
on the C 1s peak position of G in Gr/CO(θ=0.14ML)/Ni (orange) indicates the variation with
the particular choice of the C atom of Gr. In all the other cases the variations are negligible.
Image taken from [104].
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As mentioned above, through DFT calculations, we have also ac-
cess to the CLSs of the C atoms belonging to the intercalated CO
molecules. In all cases, those C 1s levels are shifted toward higher
BE with respect to what computed for free standing G, with CLSs
comparable or even larger than those obtained for G directly inter-
acting with Ni.
As reported in table 2.9 and figure 2.34, CO molecules forced in high
symmetry top and bridge sites at θ = 0.14ML show the largest C
1s CLSs, namely 1.3 eV in top and 0.75 eV in bridge site with re-
spect to free standing Gr. In all the other cases, and for the entire
range of investigated coverages, when the CO molecules are precisely
in highly symmetric hollow sites (for 0.14 ML) or slightly displaced
towards “hybrid” hollow-bridge positions (for 0.50 and 0.57 ML), the
CLSs are almost identical and displaced by about 0.55 eV with re-
spect to free standing G, i.e. only about 0.1 eV larger than G directly
interacting with Ni. Moreover, CLS for CO molecules adsorbed on
clean Ni surface are the same as with G capping, so in general the
presence of G does not affect the CO C 1s binding energies. Figure
2.35 reports the calculated CLSs together with experimental spec-
tra. Since the ex situ spectrum was acquired from a region mainly
occupied by the 0.50 ML CO structure, with few coexisting 0.57 ML
domains, we used the values calculated for 0.50 ML, although those
for 0.57 ML are very similar (tab. 2.9 ). Since theoretical calculated
CLSs were defined up to a constant, all CLSs have been shifted by
the same amount in order to align experimental and theoretical CLS
of free-standing G (violet peak and bars in figure 2.35 , respectively).
We can observe a good agreement between the theoretical values and
the attribution of the experimental peaks concerning the C 1s level of
G in the different configurations considered ( G directly interacting
with Ni and detached from Ni by CO intercalation, indicated respec-
tively with green and orange bars). Moving to the high BE region,
the XPS broad component at 285.3 eV (red/blue component in figure
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2.35 ) well matches the calculated values for CO in hollow - both fcc
and hcp - and bridge sites (light blue and red bars, respectively). At
even higher binding energies, the top site CO peak, predicted to be
present at 285.7 eV on the clean Ni surface and absent under the G
capping at high CO coverage, is almost negligible (black component
at 285.9 eV), with a small residual intensity likely due to defect sites.
C 1s peaks of carbide are also included in the convolution and their
positions are compatible with what we found in the previous chapter.

Electronic structure analysis

Band structures projected on the G layer for G/Ni(111) and for the
three G/CO/Ni(111) systems have been calculated and are reported
in figure 2.36. The band structure has been evaluated along the
Γ → M → K → Γ high-symmetry path for the

(√
7×
√

7
)
R19.1◦

cell and along the Γ → X → S → Y → Γ high-symmetry path
for the

(
2×
√

3
)
cell. In all three cases we can observe a clear shift

of the Dirac cone above the Fermi level, suggesting a net p-type
doping effect that increases with the increasing coverage. We re-
call that G/Ni(111) is a n-type system, as clearly visible from figure
2.36a, where, notwithstanding the strong hybridization with the d
Ni states, a main feature resembling a linear dispersion crossing can
be recognized at about 4 eV below the Fermi level for the spin up C
states and at about 3.3 eV for the spin down C states, in reasonable
agreement with the feature experimentally detected at 2.66 eV [87].
Therefore, the presence of intercalated CO molecules has a strong
and opposite effect on the G doping. The doping effect has been fur-
ther investigated by analyzing the density of states (DOS) projected
on the C atoms of the G layer for the three different coverages (figure
2.37a). The zero of the energy scale is set to the Fermi energy of the
free standing case. The plot in figure 2.37a clearly shows that the
DOS of G, detached from the substrate by intercalated CO, recovers
its free-standing typical shape, but with a rigid shift towards higher
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(a)

Figure 2.35: Comparison of the experimental XPS spectrum and the calculated binding energies
of C 1s core level for Gr/CO/Ni (bottom panel: ex situ; upper panel: in situ) and for epitaxial
Gr/Ni (middle panel). The experimental spectrum of Gr/CO/Ni detected ex situ has been
deconvoluted with six components. Only three of them contribute to the intercalated layer
prepared in situ. The DFT calculated values correspond to the configuration with 0.50 ML
of CO (which is the coverage characterizing the experimental sample), except for the values
for CO in bridge and in top positions which are shown as a reference and are calculated in an
artificial configuration at 0.14 ML with constraints on the in-plane position of CO. See table
2.9 and figure 2.34 for details. Image taken from [104].
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energies, in perfect agreement with the projected band structures
shown in figure 2.36. The result, irrespective of the particular CO
adsorption sites, is a sizeable p-doping effect, monotonically and lin-
early increasing with the CO coverage up to 0.86 eV at the saturation
value (figure 2.37b).

Electronic charge transfer analysis

Similarly to what done for the energy, we can split the electron den-
sity into different contributions and then plot their difference with
respect to the electron distribution of the whole system G/CO/Ni.
Figure 2.38 shows the contour plots of the differential electron density
calculated in two different ways:

∆n1(r) = nG/CO/Ni(r)− nG(r)− nCO(r)− nNi(r) (2.8)

and
∆n2(r) = nG/CO/Ni(r)− nG(r)− nCO/Ni(r) (2.9)

The first plot highlights the large polarization of the CO molecules
due to the adsorption on Ni. In the second plot, the interaction
between G and the intercalated CO is magnified, and a very small
electron transfer from G to CO is visible. The latter can be quantified
calculating the Löwdin charges [39]: C atoms of G give on average
to the intercalated CO 0.004, 0.018 and 0.022 electrons for coverage
of 0.14 ML, 0.50 ML and 0.57 ML, respectively, following an almost
linear trend. We notice that this electron transfer, although very
small, has a direction compatible with the p-doping effect found in
the projected DOS analysis.
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(a)

Figure 2.36: First row(spin-up channel only, for spin-down channel see SI of [104] ): Gr-
projected band structure along the high symmetry path for (a) Gr/Ni and for Gr/CO/Ni at
different CO coverages: (b) 0.14 ML, (c) 0.50 ML, and (d) 0.57 ML. Second row: Top and
side views of representative optimized models for (e) Gr/Ni and for Gr/CO/Ni at different CO
coverages: (f) 0.14 ML, (g) 0.50 ML, and (h) 0.57 ML; the side views are taken in a bottom-up
direction with respect to the top view panels. Oxygen: red; Carbon: black (wireframe for Gr,
spheres in CO); Ni: grey, from light to dark according to the depth from the surface. Image
taken from [104].
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.37: (a)Projected density of states (PDOS) onto the supported-graphene C pz states
for the optimized models of Gr/CO/Ni(111) at different CO coverages (0.14 ML, 0.50 ML,
and 0.57 ML). The C pz PDOS of free-standing graphene and of G on Ni without intercalated
CO is shown for comparison. The PDOS value for each system is normalized to one C atom
of graphene. All energies are referred to the corresponding Fermi energy of each system, as
indicated by a dotted black line. (b) Linear relationship of the shift of the Dirac cone with
respect to the Fermi energy for Gr/CO/Ni(111) (in eV) vs the CO coverage. Image taken from
[104].

ba c d

(a)

Figure 2.38: Stick-and-ball model (a,b) and electron density difference plots (c,d) for a stable
adsorption configuration for a CO coverage of 0.50 ML. Stick-and-ball model: (a) top view, with
the indication of the plane considered for the side view; (b) side view. Plots in the plane (b)
for electron density difference calculated as in equation 2.8 (c) and equation 2.9(d). Red/blue
indicates abundance/depletion of electrons. The electron density difference isosurfaces are
plotted at +/ − 0.015 e/a30 and at +/ − 0.002 e/a30 in (c) and (d), respectively. The smallest
scale in (d) allows to appreciate the very small electron transfer from G to the intercalated CO.
Image taken from [104].
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Chapter 3

Graphene on Ni(100)

Graphene(G) can be grown on Nickel facets with different lattice sym-
metries which leads to different moiré patterns according to the local
registry with the substrate: while G on Ni(111) can be grown with-
out substantial tension or corrugation [?], on Ni(100) the interfacial
symmetry mismatch leads to the formation of stripe or network moiré
pattern [108]. Of particular interest for this work is the stripe moiré
pattern where regions of chemisorbed G alternates to physisorbed
G, resulting in a potential interesting environment for adatom or
molecules adsorption. One of the main issues for G growth on Ni(100)
is the presence of vacancies in G deposited on a metal substrate, since
metal-G interaction reduces the vacancies formation energy and fa-
cilitate their formation [109]. Although many efforts have been done
so far, a large-scale fabrication of defect-free graphene is still miss-
ing [110]. On the other hand, defects in G open new possibilities
in surface chemistry as they can be very active and selective in the
adsorption of adatoms such as Co or molecules of environmental im-
portance such as Carbon Monoxide [73]. In this chapter we give an
overview of different types of C-vacancies in G/Ni(100) and how their
presence can affect the reactivity of G towards Co adatoms and CO
molecules adsorption.
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3.1 Computational detail

Spin-polarized DFT calculations were performed with QUANTUM
ESPRESSO (QE) package [27]. Exchange and correlations effects
were taken into account by means of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
parametrization within the Generalized-Gradient-Approximation [33].
Van der Waals interactions were also added by means of semi-empirical
corrections DFT-D2 scheme [89]. Cutoffs of 30Ry and 200Ry were set
for plane-wave basis set and electron density expansions, respectively.
The convergence threshold for total energy in all calculations was set
to 10−6Ry. Ultrasoft, scalar-relativistic pseudopotentials with non-
linear core corrections from the QE website have been used [90]. To
model G on Ni(100) stripe moiré pattern we used an orthorhombic
supercell with in-plane dimensions set to 12x4 unit cells of Ni(100),
where the factor of 12 allows to accommodate six armchair peri-
ods (corresponding to 2 valleys and two ridges of the stripe moiré
) and the factor of 4 gives the minimum reasonable separation be-
tween images of defect along the stripe direction (figure 3.1) [108].
Thickness of vacuum region has been set to 12 Å. A 1×2×1 k-mesh
including Γ point has been used for Brillouin zone sampling dur-
ing structural optimizations. The Methfessell-Paxton smearing with
an energy broadening of 0.01 Ry was used [39]. In order to simu-
late STM images, further nscf calculations with a 2×6×2 k-mesh
have been done. STM images simulations were performed employing
the Tersoff-Hamann scheme [46]. Energy barriers were calculated by
means of nudged elastic band method with the quasi-Newton Broy-
den optimization scheme. In all cases a threshold on the norm of the
force orthogonal to the path was set to 0.1 eV/Å.
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3.2 Structural model for C-vacancies

Relaxation of atomic positions of pristine G on Ni(100) revealed a
periodicity of ripples of 15 Å and a moderate corrugation, with G-
Ni distance varying between 1.95 Å (we will refer to this region as
valley) and 2.8 Å (referred as ridge), in agreement with [108](figure
3.1a).
We then considered the possibility to create single (1V) or double

Figure 3.1: (a)Side view of s-moiré pattern for G on Ni(100) where valleys(red) and ridges(blue)
alternates. (b) Top view of the s-moiré pattern. Black dashed lines denote the supercell used.
Single(1V) and Double(2V) C-vacancy on valley, slope and ridge are depicted as circled trans-
parent spheres. In the insets on the left(right) 1V and 2V passivated by substrate(additional Ni
adatom) are reported with their formation energy calculated with equation 3.1(3.2). Additional
Ni adatom are circled in yellow.

(2V) C-vacancies in three different regions: on the valley, on the
ridge and on the slope between ridge and valley, as shown in figure
3.1. For each configurations the vacancy formation energy has been
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calculated as(see table 3.2):

Eform(nV ) = E(G∗/Ni(100))− E(G/Ni(100)) + nE(GC) (3.1)

where n = 1(2) stands for single(double) vacancy, E(G∗/Ni(100))

is the total energy of the structure with one single(double) vacancy,
E(G/Ni(100)) is the total energy of the vacancy-free structures and
E(GC) is the total energy of pristine G sheet per C atom. A pos-
itive Eform indicates that a certain amount of energy is needed to
create the vacancy(see table 3.2). Defected structures with higher
Eform(nV ) are less probable from a thermodynamic point of view
as more energy must be invested for their formation. The surface
vacancies are among the most reactive sites in the structure and
as such they ought to be passivated either by the substrate or by
atoms/molecules that are diffusing on the surface. The formation of
1V on the ridge is very unfavorable since the ridge is very far from
the nickel surface and thus the passivation by substrate is hindered.
This can be rationalized from a very small displacement of Ni atom
below the vacancy of only 0.20 Å and a very high formation energy of
4.96 eV. The other two 1V configurations are slightly more favorable,
as Eform(1V ) is lower for 1V on slope and on valley, but its values
of 3.59 eV and 3.26 eV, respectively, are still very high. The lower
values of Eform with respect to 1V on ridge are due to the partial
passivation realized by the Ni atom laying below 1V, which moves
upwards by 0.71 and 0.63 Å and binds to the vacancy.
The formation of 2V is still not very favorable even though their
Eform per missing C-atoms is lower then single vacancies. The gain
in formation energy comes from an efficient passivation of 2V, as the
Ni atom that is laying below the 2V moves upwards by ∼ 1.5 Å and
fully passivates the vacancy (figure 3.1). However, such displacement
of Ni atom from its site on (100) surface is a process that requires
a lot of energy and the net result is a positive formation energy of
substrate-passivated 2V.
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Figure 3.2: Adsorption energies and diffusion barriers for a Ni adatom on G/Ni(100) without
defects. Color scale for s-moiré pattern is the same as in figure 3.1. The values of Eads are
reported in the table on top right; in the plot they are rescaled to the value in the site labeled
by 1.

Nevertheless, increasing the temperature Ni atoms become more mo-
bile and the concentration of Ni atoms that diffuse along the surface
increases. Even though vacancies of free G are very mobile [111] and
could easily reconstruct upon the increasing of temperatures, we can
disregard it since G on valley is strongly interacting with Nickel un-
derneath and a migration of C atoms would require a huge amount
of energy, i.e. a very high temperature. Therefore, if G contains
vacancies, they can be passivated not only by substrate but also by
diffusing Ni atoms, that could be either at the interface or on G. To
inspect this possibility, we performed NEB calculation for Ni diffu-
sion on pristine G on Ni(100) (figure 3.2). Diffusion along the ridge
and along the valley has very low energy barriers, easily overcome by
thermal excitation. Interestingly, the energy barrier for Ni diffusion
from valley to ridge is much lower than viceversa (0.25 eV vs 0.55
eV respectively) so we could expect larger Ni concentration on ridge
than on valley as temperature increases.
On the basis of previous investigation of defects in G/Ni(111) [112],
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a tentative assignment of the different types of defects has been pro-
posed also for experimental images taken on G/Ni(100).

ridge slope valley tot.
1V 0.203 0.033 0.004 0.240
2V 0.149 0.005 0.002 0.156

1Ni@2V 0.302 0.196 0.106 0.604
tot 0.654 0.234 0.112 1.000

Table 3.1: Contingency table of relative frequencies distribution for C-vacancies. Frequencies
have been obtained by identifying C-vacancies in experimental STM images and classifying
them according their position on the moirè pattern (ridge, slope or valley) and their type (1V,
2V, 1Ni@2V ). Unpublished courtesy of C.Africh and coworkers.

The experimental analysis of the C-vacancies statistical reported in
table 3.1 indicates that the 2Vs passivated by Nickel adatoms are
the most abundant vacancies. Therefore, we focus on the three 2V
configurations and we passivate them with an additional Ni(figure
3.1). In this case, as suggested in [112] for Ni passivated defected G
on Ni(111), we calculated the formation energy of 1Ni@2V as:

Eform(1Ni@nV ) = E(1Ni@G∗/Ni(100))− E(G/Ni(100)) + n ∗ E(GC)− E(Nifcc) (3.2)

where n= 1(2) stands for single(double) vacancy, E(1Ni@G∗/Ni(100))

is the total energy of the structure with Ni passivated 2V,E(G/Ni(100))

is the total energy of the vacancy-free structures, E(GC) is the to-
tal energy of pristine G sheet per C atom and E(Nifcc) is the total
energy of a Ni atom in the bulk. From this definition the larger
Eform is, the higher is the formation cost in the otherwise perfect
configuration(table 3.2).

To evaluate the stability of the structures, we calculated the ad-
sorption energy of the Nickel adatom as:
Eads(Ni) = E(Ni/G∗/Ni(100))−E(G∗/Ni(100))−E(Nifcc) = Eform(1Ni@nV )−Eform(nV )

(3.3)

where E(Ni/G∗/Ni(100)) is the total energy of the whole system,
E(G∗/Ni(100)) is the energy of the system without the additional
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Ni atom and E(Nifcc) is the energy of bulk Ni per atom. A negative
value means that the adsorption is favored. As we notice from the
adsorption energies Eads(Ni) reported in table 3.2, the adsorption of
an additional Ni atom is favored, but the energetics is not enough to
explain their larger concentration on ridges rather than on valleys or
slopes since Eads(Ni) is always the same (i.e. −0.38 eV ). Further-
more, formation energies here calculated refer to the energy needed to
remove C atoms from a perfect G layer (Eform(nV )) and, eventually,
passivate the defect with an additional Ni atom (Eform(1Ni@nV ))
but their very high values implies that this is very unlikely. Thus,
concentration of C defects in G layer is also linked to the kinetics of
the growth process which can affect their abundance.

Eform(nV ) Eform(1Ni@nV ) Eads(Ni)

1V ridge 4.96 1Ni@1V ridge 4.52 -0.44
1V slope 3.59 1Ni@1V slope 3.73 0.14
1V valley 3.26 1Ni@1V valley 4.07 0.81
2V ridge 6.56 1Ni@2V ridge 6.18 -0.38
2V slope 6.60 1Ni@2V slope 6.22 -0.38
2V valley 6.52 1Ni@2V valley 6.14 -0.38

Table 3.2: Formation energies of substrate passivated(column 2) and Ni passivated(column 4)
1V and 2V. Adsoprtion energies of Ni adatom is also reported for 1Ni@2V. Note that Eform in
column 2 is calculated with equation 3.1 while Eform in column 4 with equation 3.2.

To check whether nickel tends to clusterize on defects, we calculated
the adsorption energy of a second additional Ni atom bound to the
same defects. The positive adsorption energy of 1.43 eV shows that
Ni clusterization is very unlikely.
STM images of the most abundant defects were simulated. Vacancies
passivated by Nickel adatom appear as bright spots, similarly to C-
vacancy on Ni(111) [112], while those passivated by substrate appear
as dark spots (figure 3.3). On the basis of these results, we made a
comparison with the experimental images and we identified different
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types of defects(figure 3.3).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: (a) Experimental STM image of different kind of C-vacancies. White stick-and-ball
model of G layer has been superimposed and missing C atoms are depicted in black while
Ni adatom are in red. Unpublished kind permission of C.Africh and G.Comelli’s group. (b)
Details of the most probable defects. First row: simulated STM image with stick-and-ball
model superimposed. Second row: detail of experimental STM image.
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3.3 Carbon Monoxide passivation of C-vacancies

Based on the considerations of the previous section we are confident
that of all the inspected defects the most likely to occur are the
1Ni@2Vs followed by the 2Vs passivated by the substrate. To probe
their reactivity we simulated the adsorption of a CO molecule. The
adsorption energy is calculated as:

Eads(CO) = E(CO/Sub)− E(Sub)− E(CO) (3.4)

where E(CO/Sub) is the total energy of the whole system,E(Sub) is
the energy of the substrate, i.eE(G∗/Ni(100)) orE(Ni/G∗/Ni(100))

depending on the type of defects and E(CO) is the energy of an iso-
lated CO molecule in a box. From previous studies it is known that
CO does not adsorb on pristine G [113]. The adsorption of CO on
G/Ni(100) is not energetically favored as well since calculated adsorp-
tion energy is positive, although small(0.01 eV). The reactivity of G
changes completely with the presence of vacancies. Four representa-
tive configurations with adsorbed CO molecule on 2V passivated by
Ni adatoms or by the substrate are presented in figure 3.4. All config-
urations display negative Eads(CO), indicating that the adsorption
of CO is energetically favored. However, the most favored configura-
tion is CO adsorbed on 1Ni@2V on valley. In any case, adsorption
energies of CO on defected G are lower than adsorption energies of
CO on clean Ni(100)[114], meaning that the presence of G weakens
the CO strong adsorption.

We simulated STM images of each configuration and compared
them with experimental one. Experimentally, after CO exposure,
we can distinguish bright spots on ridges and on valleys. Trying to
assign a proper structural model to each type of image, as we can
see from figure 3.5, 2V on ridge passivated either by Ni or by the
substrate with CO show very bright spots which fit very well with
the experimental image. Anyway also 1Ni@2V, studied in previous
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section, could be a third candidates for these very bright spots. For
spots on valley we also have three different candidates: 2V passivated
by Ni with and without CO and 2V passivated by substrate with CO.
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Figure 3.4: Carbon Monoxide molecule adsorbed on 2V vacancy passivated by substrate on
ridge(a) and on valley(b) and 2V vacancy passivated by additional Ni adatom on ridge(c) and
valley(d). Eads(CO) calculated as in equation 3.4 is reported in the bottom right square of each
configuration. Eads calculated as in equation 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: Experimental STM image after CO exposure showing many bright spots. Candi-
dates for them are reported on the right. Experimental bright spots are compatible both with
the presence o CO and with Ni passivation of Nickel. Unpublished kind permission of C. Africh
and G. Comelli’s group

3.4 Co passivation of C-vacancies

Graphene’s vacancies reactivity has been probed with Co adatom as
well. Conversely to CO, Co adatom can bind on pristine G/Ni(100)
so we have investigated also this case. Co adatoms on hollow sites
on ridges and on valleys have been considered (figure 3.6) and their
adsorption energy has been calculated as:

Eads(Co) = E(Co/G/Ni(100))− E(G/Ni(100))− E(Co) (3.5)

where E(Co/G/Ni(100)) is the total energy of the system with Co
adatom, E(G/Ni(100)) is the energy of G/Ni(100) and E(Co) is the
total energy of an isolated Co atom.
The adsorption energy for Co on ridge is 1.50 eV , i.e. 0.50 eV

higher than on valley. Moreover, from Löwdin charge analysis Co
donates ≈ 0.5e to G, both on valley and on ridge, while the surface
Ni atoms below the ridge remains neutral and those below valleys do-
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Figure 3.6: Induced charge density upon Cobalt adsorption on ridge and on valley. On valley
both Co and Nickel underneath donates electrons to G giving rise to a repulsive interaction
between Co and Ni. On the ridge only Co donates electrons to G thus the CO-Ni repulsion is
weaker.

nate ≈ 0.15e to G, thus becoming slightly positively charged. This is
also qualitatively visible from the induced charge density plot upon
adsorption of Co on G/Ni(100) in figure 3.6. Therefore, charge analy-
sis reveals a global electrostatic repulsive interaction between Co and
Ni substrate. This explains the higher Co binding energy on ridge:
the farther is the Co from Ni substrate, the weaker is the repulsion
and the higher is the binding energy of Co on graphene.
Due to the repulsive character of this interaction, the presence of

the Nickel substrate increases the mobility of Co on G as it reduces
the diffusion barrier. Indeed, as we can see from figure 3.7, the dif-
fusion barrier on pristine graphene is ≈ 0.1 eV larger than that for
the diffusion along the ridge and 0.3 eV larger than along valley.
Furthermore, Co diffusion from valley to ridge is favored rather than
vice versa, thus leading to a higher concentration of Co adatoms on
ridge.
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Figure 3.7: Adsorption energies and diffusion barriers diffusion for a Co adatom on G/Ni(100)
along the ridge(yellow), along the valley(green) and from ridge to valley(purple). Dashed Black
line in the plot on the right indicates energy barrier for diffusion of Co on free and flat G layer
without any substrates(the position is shifted for comparison).

C-vacancies as hook for Co

As for Carbon Monoxide, defects in G on Ni(100) affect its reactiv-
ity upon Co adsorption. Since 1Ni@2Vs are the most likely kind of
defects, we investigated the adsorption of Co adatom only on such
defects. The adsorption energy has been calculated as:

Eads(Co) = E(Co/G∗/Ni(100))− E(G∗/Ni(100))− E(Co) (3.6)

where E(Co/G∗/Ni(100)) is the total energy of the system with Co
adatom, E(G∗/Ni(100)) is the energy of defected G on Ni(100) and
E(Co) is the total energy of isolated Co.
The adsoprtion energies are 2.43 eV and 2.59 eV for Co on 1Ni@2V
on valley and ridge respectively, significantly higher than in absence
of defects (figures 3.8a and 3.8b). Furthermore, Co adatoms attaches
to the Ni trapped in 2V with very low barriers both on valley and on
ridge as shown by NEB calculations in figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.8: Binding Energy of different sizes Co clusters on pristine G/Ni(100)(a) and defected
G/Ni(100)(c) on ridges(blue) and valleys(red). For clusters of 4 and 5 atoms the results are
different for a 2D/3D shape. Examples of 2D and 3D Co cluster are reported in the insets (c)
and (d) respectively.(e) Experimental STM image with Co clusters only on ridges and not on
valleys, as predicted by simulations. Unpublished kind permission of C.Africh and G.Comelli’s
group.

At this point we can compare the tendency of Co to make clusters
on the passivated vacancy and on pristine G. We calculated the ad-
sorption energies per Co atom of clusters with 2,3,4 and 5 adatoms,
both on valley and on ridge as:

Eads(nCo) =
1

n
(E(nCo/G∗/Ni(100))−E(G∗/Ni(100))− nE(Co))

(3.7)
where n is the number of Co in the cluster, E(nCo/G∗/Ni(100))

is the total energy of the system with Co cluster, E(G∗/Ni(100))

is the defected G and E(Co) is the energy of an isolated Co atom.
From figure 3.8 we can clearly see that the adsorption on ridge sites
is favored in any case (blue lines are always at higher values than
the red ones). Furthermore, the formation of these small clusters
is favored on the Ni passivated vacancy rather than on the pristine
G, but the difference progressively reduces by increasing the cluster
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Figure 3.9: Energy barriers for Co to attach on Ni adatom passivated 2V on ridge(yellow) and
on valley(green). In both cases barriers are very low and the energy gain is very high.
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Figure 3.10: Experimental STM image of Co cluster (large bright spot) on ridges of G/Ni(100)
interface. Under some of them(circled by light blue lines) can be seen a smaller bright spot which
seem to be a trapped Ni adatom, compatibly with results of previous section. Unpublished kind
permission of C.Africh and G.Comelli’s group.

size. Ni passivated vacancies can therefore act as a hook for Co
clusterization and this seem also to be confirmed by experimental
STM image in figure 3.10 where we can see that they are right above
Ni passivated C-vacancies of G.



Chapter 4

Blue-Phosphorus on Au(111)

In the last few years different 2D allotropes made only by phosphorus
atoms raised particular attention owing to their unusual features and
various potential applications in electronic and optoelectronic devices
[115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126]
[127] [128]. Among them,a single layer of Black-Phosphorene(BLP),
obtained through exfoliation from the 3D parent material [127], is one
of the most important due to its high stability, high carrier mobility
and the intrinsic bang gap of ≈ 2eV around Γ point [3] [127] [129]
[130] [131] and it has already been widely studied both theoretically
and experimentally [127] [132] [133] [134] [135] [136].

On the other hand, a new 2D phosphorus allotrope, called Blue-
Phosporus(BP) , has been computationally proposed by [132] which
in principle should share many intriguing properties as BLP but with
a smaller bang gap of ≈ 1.2eV [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] [142]. BP
has not the bulk counterpart so it cannot be obtained through me-
chanical exfoliation as BLP but it should be obtained using bottom-
up methods, such as epitaxial growth. As for graphene, a successful
growth depends on the choice of the substrate but the great reactiv-
ity of P atoms makes it more challenging. Recent papers [143] [144]
indicated Au(111) as a good substrate candidate to grow a single BP
layer from purified black phosphorous, but also less expensive meth-
ods using other phosphorous allotropes are currently under study. It
seems to arranges in more flat honeycomb structure than BLP but
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its precise structure on Au(111) is still unclear and controversial.
STM images of BP grown on Au(111) have been recently taken by
experimental colleagues of CNR and of Physics Department of Uni-
versity of Trieste, showing interesting features not fully discussed in
[143]. In addition, ARPES spectra have also been taken, suggesting
that BP contributes with new features to the band structure mainly
between -1 eV and -2 eV.
In this chapter we propose a refined structural model for BP grown
on Au(111) through DFT simulations starting from literature. Using
a new computational technique, tested during this work, we investi-
gate the contributions of P atoms to the electronic band structure
of the proposed model offering relevant information to explain the
ARPES spectra and maps.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: Experimental STM images of Blue-Phosphorus on Au(111). (a) Detailed image
which clearly show the bright triangular shaped BP domains [Vbias = - 0.8 V, I = 0.2 nA ].
(b)Large scale image with BP domains of different size [Vbias = - 0.4 V, I = 1.0 nA ]. Unpublished
kind permission of A. Sala.
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4.1 Computational details

Spin-polarized DFT calculations were carried out using the QUAN-
TUM ESPRESSO package. Exchange-correlations terms were taken
into account by means of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional
within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). The use of
van der Waals correction is essential: Grimme-D3 scheme [145] were
used since Grimme-D2 scheme leads to fictitious Au surface recon-
struction during structural optimizations.
To model Au(111) surface a slab geometry with 4 layers has been
used, with a lattice parameter of 4.15 Å. In particular, to host the
BP, we used an hexagonal supercell with in-plane dimensions set to
5 × 5 times the unit cell of Au(111) and 12 Å of vacuum space along
z-direction. During structural optimizations all atoms but those in
the bottom Au layer were allowed to relax. A 2×2×1 k-mesh for
Brillouin zone sampling has been used for the scf cycle, and nscf
calculations with fixed potential were performed with a 4×4×2 k-
mesh before band structure calculations. Cutoffs of 40 Ry and 300
Ry were used for the plane-wave expansion and for the charge den-
sity, respectively. The Methfessell-Paxton smearing of the electron
gas with an energy broadening of 0.01 Ry was used to improve the
convergence of the self-consistent cycle [39] . STM images were sim-
ulated employing the Tersoff-Hamann scheme [46].
For a meaningful comparison of the ARPES spectra and maps with
the calculated band structure, it would be useful to have the con-
tribution of each atom resolved in k-space. The use of supercells
in simulations has the drawback that the band structure plots are
complicated by folding, since the Brillouin zone is reduced with re-
spect to the original reference cell. A direct comparison with the
experimental data is therefore impossible. A non trivial procedure of
unfolding and projecting on the atomic orbitals has to be applied to
the standard output of the pseudopotentials plane-wave calculations.
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A. Ferretti implemented such a procedure in a code interfaced with
the QE [146], that has been carefully tested during this thesis.
Unfolded and atomic-projected electronic band structures along Γ -
K and Γ -M paths were performed with a sampling of 200 different k
points each. ARPES map were also obtained with the same package
using a 2D equally spaced grid of 900 k-points.

4.2 Clean Au(111): testing the band unfolding procedure

In order to test the new QE package for band structure unfolding we
compared the bands calculated on the Au(111) unit cell using QE’s
projwfc.x package with those unfolded from the 5×5 supercell along
Γ - K and Γ - M paths. As we can see from image 4.2, unfolded
band structures (4.2c and 4.2f) agree very well with those calculated
on the Au(111) unit cell. In the former case bands are a bit more
widespread due to the reduced energy mesh and the low number of
k points chosen for the unfolding algorithm but they couldn’t be in-
creased for computational reasons. In any case, the main features of
Au 3d states between -2 eV and -6 eV are still clearly visible. The
unpleasant feature is the position of the parabolic Shockley surface
state at Γ point which is around the Fermi level in calculated band
structures but it is well known that it should be around 0.5 eV below
[147].
We increased the number of layers to 6,9,12 and 21 in the Au(111)
unit cell and we calculated their electronic structure for Γ - K path
using the new package for unfolding(figure 4.3). As the number of
layers increase the Shockley surface state goes down and stabilizes
at around −0.4eV , therefore the result found in the 4 layers config-
urations is due to a too thin Au(111) slab model. Since we cannot
computationally afford a 5×5 supercell with more than 4 layers, this
is something that we have to keep in mind when we will examine our
results for BP on Au(111).
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Figure 4.2: (a)((d)) Experimental ARPES spectra for clean Au(111) along Γ−K(Γ−M) path.
Unpublished kind permission of A. Sala. (b)((e)) Band structure of clean Au(111) surface
calculated in the unit cell of Au(111) along Γ−K(Γ−M) path using QE’s projwc.x package.
(c)((f)) Unfolded band structure of clean Au(111) surface calculated using the 5× 5 supercell
along Γ −K(Γ −M) path with the new package for unfolding. The color intensity describes
spectral function defined in equation 1.30. All spectra have Fermi level set to 0 eV. Color scale
of images is reported above for each column(images in the same column have the same color
scale).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.3: Detail of band structure of clean Au(111) along Γ−K path calculated on the unit
cell and for slabs with 6(a),9(b),12(c) and 21(d) number of layers. The Shockley surface state
goes down as the number of layers increases. Fermi level is set to 0 eV and color scale is the
same as in figure 4.2.
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4.3 BP models on Au(111)

Structural models

From experimental STM images in figure 4.1 BP on Au(111) seem
to form an ordered phase with triangular flakes of similar size ar-
ranged in a regular pattern. The periodicity of such a system seems
to be 5 times the Au(111) unit cell along the two in-plane direc-
tions, compatible with what reported in [148] [143]. In this work
we constructed two possible models for BP on Au(111), both in a
5x5 supercell and following what already proposed in literature: one
with two pyramidal-shaped islands of BP with 9 P atoms each (P9×2

model, figure 4.4 a ) and one with the BP structure but with 9 Au
atoms in between the P island(P9 × 2 + Au9 model, figure 4.4 b).
Possible configurations with a monolayer of BP have not been taken
into account since we already know from literature that this case can
be excluded [149].
Eads for each P atom have been calculated as (tab. 4.1):

Eads =
1

NP

(
EBP/Au(111) − EAu(111) −NPEP

)
(4.1)

whereNP is the number of P atoms in the cell, EBP/Au(111) is the total
energy of the structure, EAu(111) is the energy of the Au substrate and
EP is the energy of the isolated P atoms. This definition therefore
also contains the cohesion energy of the P layer architecture. P9 ×
2 + Au9 model is more favorable than P9 × 2 due to the presence of
additional Au edge atoms which stabilize BP flakes. As reported in
table 4.2, the structure parameters of BP in the P9× 2 +Au9 model
are more similar to the structure parameters of freestanding BP than
in the P9 × 2 model meaning that BP is closer to its equilibrium
configuration when Au edge atoms are present.
For both models, the simulated STM images (figure 4.4a-b) show
triangular shaped flake of BP but at a closer inspection P9× 2 +Au9
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model fits better on the edge of such domains due to the presence of
additional Au adatoms (figure 4.4c).

structure Eads per P atom (eV)
P9 × 2 -0.81
P9 × 2 + Au9 -1.04

Table 4.1: Adsoprtion energies Eads per P atoms of the two models calculated with equation
4.1 .

〈∆zAu−P 〉
Å

〈∆zP−P 〉
Å

〈∆rPabove〉
Å

〈∆rPunder〉
Å

P9 × 2 1.69 1.15 3.47 3.39
P9 × 2 + Au9 2.45 1.18 3.33 3.22
BP_free − 1.26 3.29 −

Table 4.2: Geometric distances of the two investigated models. Distance along z-axis between
first layer of Au and P layer closest to the surface(∆zAu−P ) and between the two out of plane P
layers(∆zP−P ). Coplanar distance between nearest-neighbor of P in the lower (∆rPunder) and
highest (∆rPabove) P layer are also reported.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.4: (a) P9 × 2 model. (b) P9 × 2 + Au9 model. 5 × 5 supercell is denoted with black
thick lines. Top and side view of structural models are reported in the first and second row
respectively and simulated STM images of each model in the bottom image. The P9× 2 +Au9
STM image show both bright triangular shaped BP domains and bright spots at their edges in
agreement with experimental STM image in figure 4.1. (c) Experimental STM image [Vbias =
- 0.4 V, I = 1.0 nA] with top and side view of P9 × 2 + Au9 stick-and-ball model in the 5×5
supercell.

4.4 Band structure calculations

To further investigate the BP fingerprint, band structure calcula-
tions for both models along Γ - K and Γ - M have been calculated
and compared with ARPES Spectra. Unfolding of band structure is
fundamental for comparison since our structural models have been
obtained in the 5 × 5 supercell. The band structures calculated for
P9× 2 model are reported in figure 4.5. The BP layer contributions,
both for Γ - K and Γ -M paths, is between Fermi energy and −1 eV

but this is not compatible with experimental ARPES spectra. Con-
versely, the band structures of P9×2+Au9 model in figure 4.6 shows
a clear contribution of BP layer between -1 eV and -2 eV, as detected
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experimentally.
Even more captivating is the comparison between ARPES map and
the simulated ones (figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10). At Fermi en-
ergy experimental ARPES map of clean Au(111) and of BP/Au(111)
(figures 4.7a-h) are significantly different: while in clean Au(111) a
bright circle is present around Γ point correspondent to the surface
state of gold, in BP/Au(111) it is faded away by the presence of
BP. From our calculation, this is compatible only with P9× 2 +Au9

model (figures 4.7d-e-f-g-h) since ARPES maps for P9×2 show a clear
bright spot at Γ point due to new states supplied by the BP layer
(figures 4.8d-e-f). Furthermore, edges of the Brillouin zone seem to
be closer one to each other for the configuration with BP than for
the clean surface, both the for experimental and calculated maps of
P9 × 2 + Au9 (figures 4.7b-d). The BP contribution at the Fermi
energy seems to be just around the edge of the Brillouin zone and in
particular on the vertex of the hexagon as shown from bright spots
in image 4.7h.
The trace of BP is much more evident in experimental maps at 1.00
eV where dark triangles on the edge of the hexagon, present in the
ARPES map of clean Au(111) (figure 4.9a), completely disappear in
the case with BP (figure 4.9c). In simulated maps of P9 × 2 model
(figure 4.10d-e-f) dark triangles are still present so only ARPES maps
of P9 × 2 + Au9 model are compatible with such effect (figure 4.9d-
e-f-g-h) and it is due to the presence of BP with Au edge since maps
projected into the P and Au edge atoms shows the contribution right
there (figure 4.9g-h).
Moreover, in simulated maps of P9×2 model a bright spot at Γ point
is still present while in P9× 2 +Au9’s (figure 4.10d-e-f) is absent, as
in the experimental ones (figure 4.10c).
To conclude, also band structure calculations seem to point towards
P9 × 2 + Au9 model as the most compatible.
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A
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B C D

F G H

Figure 4.5: (a)(e) Experimental ARPES spectra along the Γ−K (Γ−M) path for P9×2 model.
Since only first few layers of the interface contribute to the experimental spectra, calculated
band structures in (b) and (f) reports the sum of BP layer and first layer of Au contributions.
Calculated single component contributions are also shown in (c) and (d) for Γ −K path and
in (g) and (h) for Γ−M . BP fingerprint is around Fermi level for both paths indicating that
this may not be the right model.

A

-K

M-M

F
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G H I L

K

Figure 4.6: (a)(f) Experimental ARPES spectra along the Γ − K (Γ − M) path for P9 ×
2 + Au9 model. Since only first few layers of the interface contribute to the experimental
spectra, calculated band structures in (b) and (g) reports the sum of BP layer and Au edge
(Au9)contributions. Calculated single component contributions are also shown in (c),(d) and
(e) for Γ −K path and in (h),(i) and (l) for Γ −M . In this case, BP contribution is between
-1 eV and -2 eV for both paths in agreement with experimental ARPES spectra in (a) and (f).
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Figure 4.7: (a) Experimental ARPES map of clean Au(111) surface. (b) Calculated ARPES
map projected into first layer of clean Au(111) surface. (c) Experimental ARPES map of BP
on Au(111) surface. Calculated ARPES maps for P9×2+Au9 projected into BP atoms(h), Au
edge atoms(g) and first Au layer atoms(f) are also reported. Since only first few layers of the
interface contribute to the experimental spectra, sum of the three single component(d) and of
BP and Au edge(e) contributions are plotted for comparison with experimental ARPES map.
Experimental and calculated maps were taken at Fermi energy.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Experimental ARPES map of clean Au(111) surface. (b) Calculated ARPES
map projected into first layer of clean Au(111) surface. (c) Experimental ARPES map of BP
on Au(111) surface. Calculated ARPES maps for P9 × 2 projected into BP atoms(e) and first
Au layer atoms(f) are also reported. Since only first few layers of the interface contribute
to the experimental spectra, sum of BP and first Au layer(d) contributions are plotted for
comparison with experimental ARPES map. Experimental and calculated maps were taken at
Fermi energy.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Experimental ARPES map of clean Au(111) surface. (b) Calculated ARPES
map projected into first layer of clean Au(111) surface. (c) Experimental ARPES map of BP
on Au(111) surface. Calculated ARPES maps for P9 × 2 projected into BP atoms(e) and first
Au layer atoms(f) are also reported. Since only first few layers of the interface contribute to the
experimental spectra, sum of BP and first Au layer(d) contributions are plotted for comparison
with experimental ARPES map. Experimental and calculated maps were taken at -1.0 eV.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Experimental ARPES map of clean Au(111) surface. (b) Calculated ARPES
map projected into first layer of clean Au(111) surface. (c) Experimental ARPES map of BP
on Au(111) surface. Calculated ARPES maps for P9 × 2projected into BP atoms(h), Au edge
atoms(g) and first Au layer atoms(f) are also reported. Since only first few layers of the interface
contribute to the experimental spectra, sum of the three single component(d) and of BP and Au
edge contributions are plotted for comparison with experimental ARPES map. Experimental
and calculated maps were taken at -1.0 eV.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and perspective

In this thesis, some selected systems based on 2D materials on metal-
lic substrates (G on Ni and BP on Au) have been examined in terms
of structural, electronic and reactivity properties, using different and
complementary numerical approaches. Most of the work has been
performed using quantum mechanical ab-initio simulations based on
density functional theory (DFT). Part of the work concerned the
construction via neural network techniques and the validation of new
interatomic potentials to extend the investigation of G/Ni systems to
more realistic configurations or to dynamical processes not directly
affordable by ab-initio calculations.

Despite the extensive studies already existing on G, its interaction
with a metallic substrate, the role of intercalants and of defects on
its properties were not yet fully understood at the beginning of this
thesis work. The knowledge of the structural and electronic prop-
erties of BP on Au(111) was even more limited. Still some open
issues remain, but some important results have been achieved. We
summarize them as follows:

• The thesis work allowed to understand the effects of the interca-
lation of the carbon monoxide (CO) at G/Ni interface, i.e. de-
coupling with peculiar consequences on the electronic structure,
opening the way to the design of CO sensors [104].
The electronic properties of G can be modified at will for poten-
tial technological applications. To this end, the intercalation of

133
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Carbon Monoxide at G/Ni(111) interface has been investigated
with DFT, identifying the most favorable adsorption sites. Even
at a coverage as low as 0.14 ML, G detaches from the substrate
and recovers the peculiar features of the free-standing layer. Al-
though G is weakly interacting with CO/Ni support, a sizeable
p-doping effect with a shift of the Fermi level roughly propor-
tional to the coverage is clearly visible in the Density of States
projected into C atoms. This sensitivity of the G doped state to
the presence of intercalated CO could be used to design atomic-
scale sized sensors.

• The decoupling of G from the Ni substrate can be also due to
the formation of a carbide layer at the interface between G and
Ni(111) [88].
Using DFT calculations, the role of G cover on the mechanisms
for the Ni2C formation has been investigated. Structural model
for both Epitaxial and Rotated domains of G (EG and RG)
on Ni2C/Ni(111) interface have been constructed. G cover in-
duces a destabilization of C adsorption sites at Ni(111) surface:
while EG, due to its strong interaction with Ni(111), completely
locks the nickel surface preventing the carbide formation, rotated
G allows higher concentration of subsurface C atoms, enabling
the transition from C-enriched Ni(111) to a Ni2C reconstructed
layer. Thus, this work explains why carbide is experimentally de-
tected only under rotated G domains, suggesting the possibility
of employing 2D covers to tune the metal surface reactivity.

• Another important result obtained concerns the characterization
and control of defects in G/Ni systems, in particular on Ni(100),
extending previous works on Ni(111). Such defects make G, oth-
erwise inert, reactive to atoms (such as cobalt) and molecules
(such as CO) [150].
Several different kind of defects in G layer have been identified:
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some of them have been attributed to C-vacancies passivated by
substrate, others to Ni adatoms trapped in the vacancy. The
reactivity of G in presence of such defects have been investi-
gated: Cobalt cluster and carbon monoxide molecules can be
easily adsorbed on these sites. The control of defects is therefore
extremely important.

• In G/Ni(111), the coexistence of domains with different registries
with the substrate is experimentally observed: in this work it has
been predicted by large-scale simulations based on effective inter-
atomic potentials.
The desire of extending the investigation to more realistic G/Ni
configurations (e.g., large domains) has driven the investigation
to an approach alternative to "brute force" DFT, i.e., to the
construction and validation of interatomic potentials through a
Neural Network approach (DeePMD) where learning starts from
selected configurations studied by DFT. The new interatomic
potential, which has been then used for classical molecular dy-
namics simulations with the LAMMPS package, allows the in-
vestigation of very large systems with thousands of atoms which
have been impossible to study by DFT. A successful applica-
tion has been done on large G ribbons/flakes on Ni(111), with
the result of predicting the coexistence of domains with different
registry with the substrate on a scale of 10 nm, in agreement
with experiments.

• The investigation of BP/Au(111) allowed to clarify the configu-
ration at the atomic scale, through an unprecedent accurate com-
parison of measured and calculated angle-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy (ARPES) spectra and maps. [151]
BP on Au(111) was recently synthesized at CNR. A close com-
parison between different experimental results and simulations
allowed to identify the best structural model formed by P9 pyra-
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midal shaped domains connected by Au adatoms. The nice cor-
respondence with many different new experimental results, in-
cluding STM images and ARPES spectra, allows to discriminate
among different possible models.

Several non trivial technicalities have been afforded in this work,
including: different tools for calculations on complex systems (e.g.,
correct treatment of slab geometries and non-trivial periodicities,
Van der Waals interactions; energy barrier calculations), several data
analysis and post-processing procedures (e.g., projected electronic
bands and density of states, simulations of ARPES spectra and maps),
issues related to the use of High Performance Computing resources,
and technicalities related to the generation of the effective interatomic
potentials.

In conclusion, this thesis has provided some significant contribu-
tion to the comprehension of many experimental results, indicating
once again the necessity of a synergetic effort between simulations
and experiments to shed light on the structure and properties of real
systems. The field of 2D materials, however, remains still largely un-
explored. In particular, an open challenge is to simulate some kinetics
and dynamical processes, like those occurring during the growth that
so greatly affect the structure and the quality of 2D materials. We
are still far from that, but the initial work of this thesis on the gener-
ation of effective interatomic potentials could open the way towards
reliable investigation in this direction.
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Appendix

5.1 Ni lattice parameter calculation

Nickel has a face-centered cubic (figure 5.1a) crystalline structure. In
order to compute its equilibrium lattice parameter a series of scf cal-
culations for different values of lattice parameter and different values
of energy cutoffs (figure 5.1b). A part from the overall shift, the four
curves seem to converge to the same behavior as the energy cutoff
increases and the minimum at about 3.52 Å. This value is compatible
with the known one from [152].

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: Stick-and-ball model of nickel bulk (a) and plot of the energy versus lattice param-
eter in (b).
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5.2 C1s pseudopotential generation

In this appendix we describe the details behind the construction of
Ultrasoft PseudoPotential of Carbon with a missing 1s core electron,
which we needed to evaluate the Core Level Shifts of C 1s core states
in different chemical environments. PseudoPotential has been gener-
ated using ld1.x code of Quantum ESPRESSO package within the
scalar-relativistic approximation and non-linear core correction. The
pseudization of atomic orbitals inside the core regions was performed
with Troullier-Martins pseudization algorithm [153].
We generated PP with 1s12s22p2 electronic configuration of C atom:
1s electron was treated as core and 2s and 2p electrons as valence.
We used the inner and outer cutoff radii 1.0 and 1.2 a.u. for 2s states
and 0.9 and 1.4 a.u. for 2p states. Pseudo wavefunctions (PS) outside
the pseudization region of ≈ 1 a.u. reproduce well the All-electron
wavefunctions(AE), as depicted in figure 5.2. Logarithmic derivatives
Dl(ε, r) of AE and PS wavefunctions(figure 5.3), defined as:

Dl(ε, r) =
d

dr
lnψl(ε, r) (5.1)

evaluated at r = 2.0a.u. agree very well in the relevant energy range
from −2Ry to 2Ry.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Radial-Wavefunctions of 2S-states (a) and of 2P-states. Image taken from [88].
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Logarithmic derivative of 2-S(a) and 2-P(b) radial wavefunctions. Image taken
from [88].

To test the accuracy of the generated PP, we evaluated the eigen-
values of valence states by solving the Kohn-Sham equations at dif-
ferent plane wave cutoff energies in wavefunction’s expansion as pre-
sented in table 5.1. As we can see, we have a good agreement for both
eigenvalues only for cutoffs larger than 50Ry thus in all calculations
involving our PP we have been using plane wave cutoff of 50Ry.
Transferability of PP was tested comparing the differences between
the AE and PS energy spectra that correspond to different valence
configurations of C atom(table 5.2). Errors on eigenvalues do not
exceed 0.005 Ry ensuring resonably good transferability of the PP.

cutoff (Ry) ε2s(Ry) ε2p(Ry)

20 -2.1968 -1.4862
30 -2.1969 -1.5585
40 -2.1970 -1.5668
50 -2.1970 -1.5670
60 -2.1971 -1.5671
80 -2.1971 -1.5672
100 -2.1971 -1.5672
AE -2.1981 -1.5680
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Table 5.1: Energies of C valence states obtained at different energy cutoff in the plane wave
expansion of wavefunctions. AE corresponds to eigenvalues obtained from all-electron calcula-
tions.

electronic configuration ∆(AE − PS)2s(Ry) ∆(AE − PS)2p(Ry)

1s12s22p2 0.00151 0.00024
1s12s12p3 0.00264 0.00062
1s12s02p4 0.00450 0.00029

Table 5.2: Energy difference between AE and PS eigenvalues for different electronic configura-
tions.
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The peculiar graphene(G) properties are very sensitive to its coupling with the substrate. In case of G grown on Ni(111) surface, 
this is strongly affected by the formation of an intercalated carbide (Ni

2
C) layer, which, remarkably, occurs only under rotated 

graphene (RG) and not under epitaxial graphene (EG) domains [1,2]. We performed first principles simulations based on density 
functional theory to explain the preferential surface segregation of the Ni-dissolved C atoms under RG domains [3]. Furthermore, a 
complete description of the electronic properties of G with and without carbide, in RG and EG domains is obtained. Finally, we 
obtained the specific C1s core level shifts that are the fingerprints of different G/Ni

2
C/Ni(111) configurations in good agreement with 

the experimental results.
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Figure 5.4: Poster presented at online conference GO2020 on July the 7th 2020.
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Moiré-regulated anisotropic distribution of Co 
adatoms and nanoclusters on graphene/Ni(100)

S. Del Puppo1, S.Stavric1,2, V. Chesnyak1,3, M. Panighel3, G. Comelli1,3,  C. Africh3, M.Peressi1

Valley:
● G chemisorbed 
●  Ni donates electrons to G 

Co adsorption on G/Ni(100): 
● Co donates ~ 0.5e to G
● Co-Ni interaction is repulsive
● Co Binding Energy higher on R
● Co is highly mobile: higher concentration 
and clusterization on ridges

Graphene(G) grown on Ni(100) is periodically corrugated due to the lattice mismatch with the substrate, forming different moiré patterns. In 
striped moiré, strongly (chemisorbed) and weakly (physisorbed) interacting G regions alternate, inducing anisotropy modulated electronic 
structure and reactivity properties. Density functional theory calculations predict that Co adatoms and nanoclusters, for instance, prefer to 
bind to ridge much stronger than on valley. The analysis of charge redistribution upon Co adsorption on G/Ni(100) shows that an electron 
rearrangement takes place, originating a repulsive Co-Ni interaction mediated by G and modulated by its corrugation, which allows Co atoms 
to drift more easily from the valley to the ridge than in any other direction, as suggested by the calculated diffusion barriers. These findings 
are confirmed by scanning-tunneling-microscopy images of real samples that show a larger concentration of Co adatoms and nanoclusters 
on G’s ridges as compared to valleys. 
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G/Ni(100) alternates regions with C closer to the substrate (valley) to 
regions with C further away(ridge)1. Induced charge density plot show a 
different chemical environment in the two regions: C on valley have a 
strong interaction with the substrate, with an overlap of C-2p and Ni-3d 
orbitals, while C on ridge is detached from Ni substrate.  Thus, valley and 
ridge have different reactivity with respect to metal adatoms adsorption.
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Upon adsorption on G/Ni(100), Co donates ~0.5e to G both on valley and 
on ridge while Nickels below ridges are neutral and those below valleys are 
positively charged. Thus, the interaction of Ni with Co@valleys is repulsive; 
this explains the higher Co binding energy on ridge due to weaker 
repulsion.  

The Co mobility on G/Ni(100) is higher than on freestanding G 
( lower diffusion barriers both on valleys and on ridges due to Co-Ni 
repulsive interaction). Furthermore, Co diffusion from valley to ridge 
is favored rather than vice versa leading to a higher concentration 
of Co adatoms on ridge rather than on valley, as showed in the 
experimental STM image.

STM image with Co clusters on 
ridges. 

[1] Z. Zou et al., Graphene on nickel (100) micrograins: Modulating the interface 
interaction by extended moiré superstructures, Carbon, Volume 130, April 2018, 441-447  

Valley
Ridge

Figure 5.5: Poster presented at Psi-k conference on August the 24th 2022.
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